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CITY OF SYRACUSE

MESSAGE FROM
THE MAYOR
It is the responsibility of the mayor to select a police chief, but I feel strongly that this
decision should be informed by a conversation with the community. For that reason, at the
start of my administration, I asked Deputy Mayor Sharon Owens to lead a comprehensive
community input process.
We wanted to hear about the experiences and
qualities to look for in our next chief. We wanted to hear, from the people who
live and work in our city, what matters most to you...and you told us.
Many of these responses reflect the values my team identified to guide how we serve,
like accountability, transparency, compassion, diversity, and collaboration. These words
started to take shape in themes like reducing crime and changing culture. The two groups
of words that emerged most often – and equally – were community and police. These
results reaffirm the decision to include such an extensive public engagement phase in
the search process. Our community cares and clearly has a desire for a greater role in
making decisions that affect us all.
This report details the suggestions and ideas you shared with us. We will now conduct
a national search for candidates using the input in this document. We welcome and
encourage candidates from within the department, the surrounding region, and beyond
to apply. We want to ensure our selection is made from the very best individuals
available. Once we select our final candidate pool during fall 2018, we will have another
opportunity for community stakeholders to engage in this process.
Because who better to help us decide who should lead our police force than the people
that we serve?

BEN WALSH

MAYOR OF SYRACUSE
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OVERVIEW

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

The operations of city government are multifaceted
and interdependent. Leadership, starting with the
mayor, is critical to its ability to function efficiently
and achieve its ultimate goal: to serve the residents
of the City of Syracuse. While the relationship
between city departments and their ability to
provide quality service is essential, public safety
functions - specifically those of the Syracuse Police
Department - are the focus of this process to
identify its next leader.
Community engagement and input are
complementary to foundational law enforcement
operations required for effective 21st-century
policing. The selection of the next chief of the
Syracuse Police Department is a critical decision
that deserves deliberate contemplation and
insight, and considers the ever-changing needs of
our city, its residents, and the region as a whole.
Garnering a more complete understanding of
these complex dynamics requires the knowledge
and perspective of many individuals, to equip the
mayor to make an informed decision.
Historically, newly elected mayors exercised
the ability to immediately appoint a Chief of
Police. Mayor Walsh withheld selecting a new
chief to allow for citizen participation and a
comprehensive search. As a model of innovation
and citizen engagement, the administration
6
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The selection of the next chief of
the Syracuse Police Department is
a critical decision that deserves
deliberate contemplation and
insight, and considers the everchanging needs of our city, its
residents, and the region as a whole.

launched a process to solicit input from
community stakeholders to identify and define
criteria for the candidates and guide his ultimate
decision. The team, led by Deputy Mayor Sharon
Owens, is supported by the Office of the Mayor
and Public Sector Search and Consulting, Inc., a
national firm.
Citizens have expressed their desire to
communicate their suggestions and questions
on many topics, including: the City’s fiscal
constraints; policing strategies and trends;
national and local relations between residents
and police; the need for local workforce in the
police department; and growing diversity in
recruitment efforts. Members of the community
fully engaged in the information sharing process
by investing time, insight, and trust. All of this
commitment is greatly appreciated.
Lastly, thank you to Frank Fowler for his continued
leadership of the Syracuse Police Department
while the administration engages in a search.
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OVERVIEW

SYRACUSE POLICE DEPARTMENT
FUNCTION AND JURISDICTION
As members of the Syracuse Police Department, our mission is to protect all lives and property and
maintain a feeling of security in the community, and to enforce all federal, state and local laws over which
the Department has jurisdiction. Our mission is carried out with a commitment to the philosophy and
principles of community policing.
The Function of the Syracuse Police Department
In accordance with the Charter of the City of Syracuse
Chapter 14: Department of Police:
Section 5-1401. - Functions1
The department of police, headed by a chief of
police, shall:
1. Organize, administer, supervise and discipline
the police force of the city.
2. Enforce traffic regulations and investigate traffic
accidents.
3. Operate communication systems either separately or
in conjunction with other departments.
4. Make all legal searches, seizures, and arrests and
exercise all legal authority incident thereto which
is conferred by the laws of the state upon police
officers.
5. Members of the police department, other than
surgeons, in criminal matters have all the powers of
peace officers under the general laws of the state,
and they shall also have the power and it shall
be their duty to arrest any person found by them
violating any of the penal ordinances of the city or
laws of the state, and to take such person before the
proper city magistrate. Such person shall be dealt
with in the same manner as if he had been arrested
upon a warrant theretofore duly issued by such
magistrate. They shall report violations of law and
ordinances coming to their knowledge in any way
under regulations to be prescribed by the chief of
police with the approval of the mayor. They
1

Refers to Section 5 -1409 of the City Charter: https://library.municode.com/ny/

syracuse/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTCCHSY1960_ARTVEX_CH14DEPO_S5-1409CHPO
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shall also have, in every other part of the state,
in criminal matters, all the powers of constables
and any warrant for search or arrest issued by any
magistrate of the state may be executed by them in
any part of the state according to the tenor thereof
without indorsement. They shall possess such other
powers and perform such other duties as may be
provided by law or ordinance of the council.
6. Serve all process for any criminal offense
committed within the city and all process to
recover or enforce any penalty for violation of
city ordinances issued out of any court or by any
magistrate within the city, and every process,
subpoena or bench warrant issued by the district
attorney of Onondaga county, relating to any
offense committed within the city, and process
subpoenas or warrants issued by the coroner of
Onondaga county in any inquest held in the city
relative to the death of any person.
7. Assist other officers, departments and boards in the
enforcement of functions assigned to them.
8. Enforce all laws, including local laws and
ordinances of the city, and seek to prevent the
violation thereof.
9. Maintain peace, protect life, property, and all
other rights and liberties of the people; and do and
perform all other acts which may be assigned to it
by proper authority or required by law or ordinance
of the council.

SYRACUSE POLICE DEPARTMENT
ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
Mayor

Deputy Mayor

Chief of Police
Office of
Professional
Standards

Uniform Bureau

1st Deputy Chief
of Police

Investigations Bureau

Emergency
Management
Officer

Administration Bureau

Inspections Division
Patrol Services
Division

Criminal
Investigations Unit

Traffic Section

Special
Investigations Unit

Human Resources
Division

Medical Section

Community Services
Bureau

Community Policing
Division
OLEIS & Electronic
Reporting
Management
Sections

Recruitment Section
Training Division

Patrol Division

Airport Division

Family Services
Division

Criminal Intelligence
Section

Audit & Budget
Control Division
Division of Technology & Program
Management

D.A.R.E /G.R.E.A.T
Section
Community
Relations Section

S.I.R.P Section

Central Records
Crime Reduction
Team

Gang Violence
Task Force

Property Division

Transportation
Division

Court Liaison
Section
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SYRACUSE POLICE DEPARTMENT
FUNCTION AND JURISDICTION
The Role of the Chief of Police
The Office of the Chief of Police oversees the
department’s annual operating budget. The
budget for the most recent fiscal year was
approximately 48.5 million dollars, according
to the Syracuse Police Department 2017 Annual
Report.
The Chief of Police is the Chief Executive Officer
of the Syracuse Police Department and is the
final authority in all matters of department policy,
operations, and discipline. The Chief of Police is
accountable to the mayor and Common Council
of the City of Syracuse to:

As members of the Syracuse Police
Department, our mission is to
protect all lives and property and
maintain a feeling of security in
the community, and to enforce
all federal, state and local laws
over which the Department has
jurisdiction. Our mission is carried
out with a commitment to the
philosophy and principles of
community policing.
– Department Mission Statement

• ensure the department’s mission is executed
efficiently and effectively.
• create a vision of the desired future state of
the department.
• develop strategic goals and objectives.
• empower and lead subordinates.
• plan, organize, direct, staff, coordinate, and
control all department functions.
The Chief of Police is supported by an
administrative staff, a 1st Deputy Chief of Police,
up to five Deputy Chiefs, an Office of Legal
Affairs, and an Office of Professional Standards.

10
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The chief is responsible for overseeing the Office
of the Chief of Police, an Administrative office,
and a Community Service, Investigations, and
Uniform Bureau.
Overall, personnel oversight of the Chief of
Police includes 362 sworn officers (including the
2018 spring/summer cadet class) and 49 civilian
personnel (based on May 2018 Syracuse Police
Department personnel report).

11

METHODS

OBJECTIVES AND METHODS
Objectives
The main objectives of the public engagement
phase of the police chief search were to:
• Identify and define search criteria for a police chief
candidate.
• Listen to stakeholder ideas and concerns related to
policing and public safety.
• Inform the mayor’s appointment of a Chief of Police
for the Syracuse Police Department.

Methods
Input was collected through community input
sessions, community input surveys, and key
stakeholder meetings.
Input Collected 2
This study utilized a mixed-method of research to
collect and analyze quantitative and qualitative
input.
Quantitative Data
Quantitative data includes participant
responses 3 to Question 1 of the community
input survey and demographic data of survey
respondents.

stakeholder meetings with:
•
•
•
•
•

Syracuse Common Councilors
Onondaga County Legislators
Elected Officials in Central New York
Law Enforcement Organizations
Public , Private, and Nonprofit
Organizations

Quantitative Method
The data represented in Survey Results was
collected in the community input survey, which
appeared online and in paper form at community
input sessions.
Survey Distribution Channels
The survey was developed by reviewing surveys
from peer cities that conducted national searches
for public safety professionals. Input was shared
with constituents through the following channels:
• direct email
• social media (e.g. Facebook and Twitter)
• cards given out at public events and community
input sessions
• community partners (who hosted community input
sessions)

Qualitative Inputs
• word of mouth
Qualitative input includes participant responses • media outlets (e.g. syracuse.com)
to the open-ended question included in the
community input survey, facilitator notes
from discussions at 10 community input
sessions, and interview notes taken during 36
12
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Survey Analysis
An exploratory analysis of responses to Question
1 of the community input survey was conducted to
identify which criteria survey respondents considered
to be most important.
Additional analysis of the survey responses
in Question 1 demonstrated that work locale,
residential locale, and demographics did not greatly
affect the overall response results.
Qualitative Method
The Textual Analysis is a representation of
participant responses to the open-ended question
included in the community input survey and
facilitator notes from discussions at 10 community
input sessions.

bit.ly/spdchiefsurvey
TAKE THE COMMUNITY INPUT SURVEY

SHARING IDEAS. SHARING INPUT.
LEARN MORE ABOUT THE SEARCH FOR THE NEXT CHIEF OF POLICE

Photo top. Sample survey card to solicit responses for Community Input
Survey.

First, keywords were ranked by frequency of use.
Then, words similar in meaning or connotation
were:
• grouped to provide additional context to the
overall analysis
• ranked, based on total count, from greatest to

Qualitative input also includes summaries of
discussions from 36 executive interviews and key
stakeholder meetings with stakeholders identified
in Participation: Stakeholder Meetings and
discussed in Executive Interviews and Key
Stakeholder Meetings.
Textual Analysis
Only responses provided in the open-ended question
of the community input survey and facilitator notes
from the community input sessions were analyzed for
themes.

least

We interpreted frequency as a proxy for
significance, therefore, words used more often
were deemed to be more significant.

2.

Appendix A contains sample data/input collection
forms.

3.

Only participants of community input sessions and
online participants completed surveys.
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PARTICIPATION

COMMUNITY INPUT SESSIONS
PARTICIPATION
Participants included people who provided input via
a community input session, stakeholder meeting, and/
or completed a community input survey on paper or
online.
Community input sessions were conducted in 10
locations throughout the City of Syracuse with
assistance from several community agencies, nonprofits,
and grassroots groups. Figure 2 includes details for
each community input session.
It was important that community input encompassed
a wide range of community voices from various
ethnicities, ages, social class, gender, languages, and
abilities. Engagement, both in-person and digital, from
these varied groups ensured attention to the questions
and specific experiences of non-majority groups.

Photo top. Community Input Session small group discussion at Northside CYO.

PARTNERING WITH COMMUNITY AGENCIES
Neighborhood and community groups were valuable partners and hosts for the community input sessions.
Each agency partner was contacted and coordinated with to ensure that dates, locations, promotion,
and meeting formats accommodated the populations they served in a unique way that meets their needs.
Agencies received site-specific flyers, specific social media posts to promote the event, and collaborative
outreach support from the city’s communication team.
Attendance significantly increased when the city partnered with community agencies to execute
community input sessions and engage residents. Smaller groups also provided a deeper opportunity to
engage in meaningful conversations with residents who felt passionately about the city’s public safety and
leadership.

Above: Community Input Session at St. Lucy's Church with Spanish Action League
14

Figure 2. Community Input Session, Participant Breakdown
Site Address

Northside CYO
527 N Salina St.
Syracuse, NY

Attendance

Partner Agency

88

Northside CYO

39

Interfaith Alliance

16

Downtown Committee

April 11, 2018

PEACE, Inc. Eastside Family
Resource Center
202 Beech St.
Syracuse, NY

26

PEACE, Inc.

April 12, 2018

One Group Community
Room
706 N Clinton St
Syracuse, NY

4

N/A

April 17, 2018

St. Lucy Gym
425 Gifford St
Syracuse, NY

58

St. Lucy’s Church &
Spanish Action League

April 18, 2018

Cuse Center
115 E Jefferson St # 300, Syracuse, NY 13202

45

Center for Community
Alternatives

April 23, 2018

Blessed Sacrament Church
3127 James Street
Syracuse, NY

30

Eastwood Neighborhood
Watch

34

Syracuse Community
Connections (Southwest
Community Center)

45

Access CNY

April 03, 2018

April 09, 2018

April 10, 2018

April 25, 2018

April 30, 2018

City Hall Commons Atrium
201 E. Washington St.
Syracuse, NY
City Hall Commons Atrium
201 E. Washington St.
Syracuse, NY

Southwest Community
Center
401 South Ave
Syracuse, NY
CNY Philanthropy Center
431 E. Fayette Ave
Syracuse, NY
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EXECUTIVE INTERVIEWS AND
KEY STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS
Thirty-six meetings were held with key stakeholders who represent constituencies in the City of Syracuse. A
summary of these meetings can be found in the Stakeholders Meetings section. Stakeholders include:
Syracuse Common Councilors

Law Enforcement

• Helen Hudson, President

• New York State Association of Chiefs of Police

• Khalid Bey, At-Large President Pro-Temp

• U.S. Attorney's Office of the Northern District

• Stephen Thompson, At-Large Majority Leader

of New York

• Michael Greene, At-Large

• Onondaga County Office of the District Attorney

• Timothy Rudd, At-Large

• Onondaga County Sheriff’s Office

• Joseph Carni, 1st District Minority Leader

• Syracuse Police Department

• Chad Ryan, 2nd District
• Susan Boyle, 3rd District

Public, Private, and Nonprofit Organizations

• Latoya Allen, 4th District

• CAMP 415*

• Joe Driscoll, 5th District

• City of Syracuse Staff

Onondaga County Legislators
• J. Ryan McMahon, II, Chairman, 15th District
• Thomas Buckel, 7th District
• Christopher Ryan, 8th District
• Peggy Chase, 9th District

• University Hill Public Safety Association
• Downtown Committee of Syracuse, Inc.
• Citizen Review Board
• FOCUS Greater Syracuse*
• Greater Syracuse Realtors Association*

• Monica Williams, 16th District
• Linda Ervin, 17th District

Elected Officials in Central New York
• John Katko, 24th Congressional District
U.S. Congressman
• Pamela Hunter, 128th District NYS Assemblywoman
• William Magnarelli, 129th District
NYS Assemblyman
• John DeFrancisco, 50th Senate District NYS Senator
• David Valesky, 53rd Senate District NYS Senator
• Joanne Mahoney, Onondaga County Executive
16
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• Participation

*Indicates that the format of this meeting was not equal
to other stakeholder meetings and thus not available
for this report.

COMMUNITY INPUT SURVEY
ONLINE PARTICIPATION

Figure 3. Online Survey Link Performance

Online Link Performance

Other, 5

The community input survey ran for 30 days and
contributed to 47 percent of total survey responses.
The online link was clicked 486 times. Figure 3
illustrates a breakdown of referral sources to the
online survey.

Twitter,
33

Ninety-seven percent of respondents accessed the
link from 37 unique zip codes within the United
States. Three percent accessed the link internationally.
A breakdown of zip codes for where respondents live
and work is included in Appendix B.

Facebook, 106

Community Agencies Online
Community agencies helped to drive participants to
the online survey, which captured referral sources.
Respondents cited social media, neighborhood
groups, and media outlets as having referred the
highest number of participants. See Figure 4 for
additional information about referral sources.

Figure 4. Online Survey Link Referral Sources

Direct Email /
SMS, 342

Direct Email /
SMS

Twitter

Facebook

Other

TOTAL
REFERRED

REFERRAL SOURCES BY MENTION

Social Media

170

Facebook, Twitter, City of Syracuse Social Media

Neighborhood Group/
Community Center

143

Samaritan Center, Downtown Syracuse Newsletter,
Focus Greater Syracuse, NEDHA, CNY Solidarity

Media/News

102

syracuse.com, TV/News, 93Q Radio, I Know I Can Radio,
LocalSyr.com

Business/Employer

75

SEIU 1199, co-workers, County Email,
Police Department, and Access CNY

Friends/Family

73

School

26

Church/Faith Based

23

Attended a Public Meeting

20

Elected Officials

4

Phone/Text

4

Email

3

REFERRAL TYPE

SCSD Email, PSLA class
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COMMUNITY INPUT SURVEY
RESULTS
Respondents were asked to answer the following question:
What professional experience do you think is most important for the next leader of the Syracuse Police
Department? Please select your three most important qualities from the list below:
a. Has a record of setting high standards and holding officers accountable
b. Has a record of reducing crime and making neighborhoods safer
c. Has a record of reducing instances of gun violence
d. Has a record and commitment to community problem-solving and policing
e. Has a record of working with a citizen-led Review Board (CRB)
f.

Has experience working in an urban city

g. Has experience working with diverse communities
h. Other4:

Frequency of Responses
When focused solely on the frequency of responses, meaning the total number of survey responses,
the two criteria selected most often are Criterion A (Has a record of setting high standards and holding
officers accountable) and Criterion D (Has a record of commitment to community, problem-solving, and
policing). See Figure 5.

Figure 5. Survey Results by Frequency of Responses

COMMUNITY INPUT SURVEY
RESPONSES
Question 1
a. high standards for officers

443

b. reducing crime

393

c. reducing gun violence

251

d. commitment to community

438

e. working with CRB

162

f. urban experience

260

g. experience w/ diverse communities

384

h. other

86
0
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Limitations of Using Frequency
in Survey Responses
There are limitations to using frequency as a
proxy for significance. The tool used to distribute
the survey, an online Google form, did not limit
the amount of selections that respondents were
able to select.
Survey participants were asked to select up to
three criteria they found to be most important.
While Criterion A and Criterion D were selected
most frequently, there were 128 participants who
selected more than three criteria.
With 730 survey participants, there should have
been a total of 2,190 selections to compare.
However, there were 2,417 selections to
compare. Some respondents selected four choices
and some selected all of the criteria. It was
more important to the administration to see what
respondents freely considered than to eliminate
those who selected more than three options.
The responses were also viewed by isolating
residential locale, work locale, age, and gender
identification. Each demonstrated that Criterion
A and Criterion D were the the majority
selections among each group.
Secondary and tertiary selections included
Criterion B (Has a record of reducing crime and
making neighborhoods safer) and Criterion G
(Has experience working with diverse communities).

4.
A list of the free responses submitted by participants who
selected “other” is included in Appendix B.

OTHER RESPONSES
There were seven criteria presented in the survey,
with an eighth option for participants to provide a
free response. Eighty-three respondents selected
“other” and chose to submit criteria as it was
important to them.
Of the criteria respondents submitted, various
respondents addressed a candidate’s ability to
operate the day-to-day functions of a police
department as an "other".
See Appendix B for a Summary of “Other”
Responses. Sample "Other" responses:
On Understanding Syracuse
Several respondents highlighted wanting a police
chief with an understanding of the City of Syracuse.
One respondent said “this city’s residents are very
loyal [to] neighborhoods. Each neighborhood has
its unique identity and needs; these need to be
honored.”
On Using Data
One respondent detailed their desire for the next
police chief to gather data on property crimes by
investing in management information systems and
state-of-the-art police data systems.
On Relationships with the Union
Four respondents wanted a candidate to have
experience managing relationships with the Police
Benevolent Association. One respondent said they
want a police chief to be “...willing to go to the PBA
and ask for [a] contract that includes a clear use of
force policy, including training in de-escalation.”
On Budget and Finance
Two candidates expressed an interest in a
candidate who has experience reducing excessive
overtime and cost-incurring inefficiencies. One
respondent asked for the next police chief to
“allow for and cooperate with an audit of SPD
expenditures/budget/ performance.”
On Leadership
One respondent said they wanted a candidate “que
sepa hacer decisiones no busadas en la violencia.”
Translation: Who can make decisions that do not
end up in violence.

19
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COMMUNITY INPUT SESSION
TEXTUAL ANALYSIS
Figure 6 is a representation of the themes that
emerged most often in the open-ended question of
the online community input survey and facilitator
notes from community input sessions. Larger font
size indicates themes mentioned more frequently5.
Interpreting Themes
Although community and police, and their
associated words, were mentioned most often,
these themes do not clearly identify or define
criteria for police chief candidates.
For the purpose of this report, it is most valuable to
identify the themes that correlate to an individual’s
demonstrated experience, meaning the knowledge
gained from the work and/or training an individual
has completed. This experience typically has results
or outcomes that support it.
Demonstrated Experience
When the results were reviewed for themes that
correlate to demonstrated experience, four clearly
emerge, listed here in order of significance
according to the textual analysis word hierarchy:
reducing crime, department culture, building
relationships with the community, and knowledge
and understanding of the community.
Reducing Crime
This theme includes concerns about reducing crime,
particularly violent-, drug-, and gang-related
crimes. There is a more general desire to reduce
fear and increase safety.
20
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• Results

Department Culture
This process gleaned a desire for increasing
accountability and transparency, and revisiting
standards and policies.
Building Relationships with the Community
There is a clear desire for an improved relationship
between the community and the police department,
with suggestions for opportunities to engage and
increase trust.
Knowledge and Understanding
of the Community
Respondents also care that candidates possess
knowledge of an urban community as culturally,
economically, linguistically, socially, etc. diverse as
the City of Syracuse.
Additional Suggestions
While some contextual themes did not translate into
criteria that can be evidenced by demonstrated
experience, mentions related to a candidate’s
personality and demeanor are still important.
Thus, the recommendation that can be made
is to consider these personal qualities and
characteristics, such as the ability to be respectful
and compassionate, even if they are not explicitly
listed as key criteria for the next police chief.

TITLEFigure 6: Textual Analysis Word Hierarchy

COMMUNITY
People,
Neighborhoods,
Citizens

POLICE
Officers,
Department,
Enforcement

REDUCE CRIME
Issues, Problems, Concerns,
Violence, Streets,
Guns, Drugs, Gangs,
Fear, Reduce, Safety
CHANGE OF CULTURE
Accountability, Transparency,
Honesty, Fairness, Equality,
Standards, Policies,
Justice, Discipline, Misconduct
DESIRED QUALITIES AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF
NEXT CHIEF
Respectful, Leader,
Committed, Integrity,
Strong, Caring, Loving,
Compassionate

COMMUNICATE AND BUILD
RELATIONSHIPS WITH
COMMUNITY
Engagement, Interactions,
Meetings, Dialogue,
Information, Programs,
Presence, Open, Trust

SUGGESTED TRAINING AND
EDUCATION FOR SPD
Diversity, Sensitivity, De-Escalation,
Empathy, Conflict, Cultural Competency,
Mental Health, Implicit Bias

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING
OF OUR COMMUNITY
Diverse, Urban, Cultural, Poverty,
Homelessness, Immigrants, Refugees,
Language, Disabilities

EMPHASIS ON YOUTH
Kids, Children, Teens
Schools, Students, SROs

EXPERIENCE WITH STAKEHOLDERS
Citizen Review Board
PBA (Police Union)

5.

A list of the most frequently used 250 words is included in Appendix C.
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EXECUTIVE INTERVIEWS AND
KEY STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS
The City also conducted meetings with public, private, and nonprofit stakeholders that represent
constituencies in the City of Syracuse and/or have interdependent relationships with the City which
warrant input respective to the appointment of the next chief of the Syracuse Police Department.

ELECTED OFFICIALS
This section summarizes police chief selection criteria from public and law enforcement officials.
Role and Responsibilities
The Chief of Police sets the tone and standard for the police force. They are a change agent for the
organization. The incoming chief must establish a separate presence from the outgoing chief, meaning no
overlap in service time. These leaders also felt that a chief should be required to attend Citizen Review
Board sessions.
Relationships
A chief should have experience with labor union relations and a relationship with residents, which could
be developed through continuing the resident education components such as the Citizen’s Academy and
maintaining the relationship with the Syracuse City School District’s Public Service Leadership Academy
@ Fowler High School.
Policies and Procedures
This group had a number of suggestions related to policies and procedures, including: assessing the
current recruitment process to increase recruitment and retention of diverse cadet candidates; reducing
cost through greater overtime allocation management; accountability of officers; body camera
deployment policy and strategy; continuing training and building incentives for college coursework;
outsourcing internal vetting of cadet candidates; developing a process to encourage diversity of higher
ranks; examining use of department SROs and CSOs; and establishing a Criminal Justice Advisory
Committee.
Demonstrated Experience
The next chief needs to understand deployment strategies i.e. territory integrity: knowing an assigned
territory, the landmarks, people, and gatekeepers. Generally these stakeholders want the best candidate.
A small number encouraged hiring from within because they believe there are good internal candidates
and someone from the outside has no knowledge of the city.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT
Feedback from law enforcement departments included law enforcement associations and heads of law
enforcement agencies.
Demonstrated Experience
Input included candidate having the ability to coordinate staff schedules while managing overtime; an
understanding of on-going training investment for police personnel; and good listening skills, with a strong
capability to communicate public safety information to all stakeholders on behalf of the mayor.
Staffing
Recommendation to invest city resources specifically at the sergeant level in the form of training,
technology, and compensation. These positions serve as gatekeepers to officers interacting with the public
on a daily basis.
Priorities
Increased effort around preventing the distribution of illegal drugs; continued collaborative work around
gang violence; a bigger presence in firearms enforcement and reducing gun trafficking; investment in
forensics and ballistics imaging equipment to allow for faster processing of evidence; other associations
and agencies to serve as supports for the City’s police chief search as well as for continued collaborative
policing; managing overtime; improving how technology is used in policing, researching ways to utilize
drone technology, and investing in rapid DNA technology; improved union negotiation methods; pursuing
opportunities for joint academy training between offices; sustained and strengthened cooperation
between all facets of law enforcement at the the local, state and federal level; an understanding of
forensic and technological aspects of 21st-century policing including but not limited to DNA, drone, and
data technology; working knowledge of urban policing with emphasis on coordinated strategies towards
public safety; willingness to explore training methodology that fosters collaborative resources for new
recruiters and sworn officers; and experience with union negotiations and relationships.
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SYRACUSE POLICE DEPARTMENT
Approximately 50 sworn officers from the Syracuse Police Department met with the Deputy Mayor to
discuss various issues related to the appointment of the next Chief of Police, which will have an immediate
impact on the department and the staff employed within its operation. The following is a summary of
information obtained during the meeting with estimates of stance on disputed items.
Demonstrated Experience
The officers overwhelmingly expressed the need for the next chief to be a person of integrity with
demonstrated leadership qualities, strong working knowledge of police force operations, and specifically
familiar with operations similar to the existing structure. The focus here being the next chief has to be able
to start “day one” and not require an extensive learning curve. While overall assessment and department
change is feasible and likely, the officers wanted to know that the next chief will be able to maintain daily
operations simultaneously.
Officers also emphasized the need for an individual who has been promoted through the ranks and
therefore possesses a knowledge and understanding of the reality of “on the ground” policing. The next
chief must be passionate about the job, understanding that it is almost 24 hours per day (granted a few
hours to sleep) and seven days per week.
Staffing
The current level of the police force was of great concern, citing extremely depleted ranks resulting in
elevated stress levels and a loss of institutional knowledge. Officers recommended five back-to-back
classes and encouraged special attention to realigning staffing among bureaus and adding another to
better accommodate operational needs. Officers encouraged the use of sworn officers doing “police
work” vs administrative duties that could be accomplished by civilians. There should also be a concerted
effort to recruit a diverse candidate pool: gender, race, ethnicity, and language. Strategic efforts to
employ promotions amongst the ranks should be emphasized.

PUBLIC, PRIVATE, AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
The following key stakeholders maintain a reasonable interest in public safety matters and the mayor’s
selection of new police chief. These groups gave input during meetings about regarding public safety and
the selection of a police chief.
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CITIZENS REVIEW BOARD
The Citizens Review Board (CRB) was established to allow for a citizen-controlled process for reviewing
grievances involving members of the Syracuse police department. The CRB also provides a non-exclusive
alternative to civil litigation. In order to ensure public accountability over the powers exercised by members
of the Syracuse Police Department, while preserving the integrity of the agency that employs them, citizen
complaints regarding members of the Syracuse Police Department are heard and reviewed fairly and
impartially by the review board.
The CRB administrator was present at all 10 Community Input Sessions to observe sessions to educate the
public on its procedural process and safeguards for officers and citizens.
Relationships
The CRB seeks: a cooperative relationship with the next police chief; a chief familiar with the ordinance 6
establishing the review board; and a chief experienced with citizen-led oversight. The CRB may make
recommendations to the next Chief of Police with respect to changes in police policies and procedures.
For this reason, it is important that the next candidate be familiar with the required timelines, set in place
by the ordinance, to which the CRB must respond to complaints or request documents.
A qualified candidate should also have a relationship with the police union as well as an understanding
of the union's role and history with the police department. If the candidate is from a non-union police
department or jurisdiction, it would be important to understand how the candidate will adjust.
Policing Experience
The CRB hopes to see a qualified candidate with background or demonstrated experience in: policing,
training sergeants; investigations; internal investigations; and use of force policies and procedures.
Community Challenges and Relations
It is important for the next Chief of Police to understand the city, its challenges and the community’s desire
to improve police-community relations. The next chief will need to know how to gain cooperation and trust
from communities experiencing poverty. The CRB administrator recommends that the next chief continues
community dialogues to deepen citizen cooperation and trust; both of which are necessary when working
with individuals from heavily-policed communities who may be experiencing poverty, mental-health
related issues, or who have experienced trauma.

6.

CRB Powers and provisions as defined by the Syracuse City Ordinance: https://library.municode.com/ny/syracuse/codes/code_
of_ordinances?nodeId=PTLLOLA_CH12OFEM_ARTVICIREBO
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CITY OF SYRACUSE EMPLOYEES
From the perspective of constituents, employees spoke of a desire to balance officer response and officer
engagement, particularly around engagement with the public for non-emergency purposes. To achieve
this, employees suggested ideas such as auxiliary policing, more police satellite offices (such as the one
on Westcott Street or at Southwest Community Center) which require more officers to sufficiently staff and
not using patrol officers for administrative functions.
Operations and Cooperation
Conversation also focused on departmental operations and the need for continued or deepened
cooperation with the police department, particularly in: research and funding; special events
management; negotiating contracts; training and reducing workplace incidents; innovation and databased decision-making; and managing relationships with entities like the District Attorney’s Office and the
Police Benevolent Association.
Budget and Resources
Employees asked questions about the support available to the department and the new chief. Their
concerns and questions sought clarification on the budget and resources available to the next Chief of
Police to review and potentially modify things such as: a residency requirement for the SPD; recruitment
of more women and minorities; de-escalation training; exploring various policing models; how SRO
assignments are made; incentivising police to test for promotion; and how the department and its officers
are marketed. Suggestions included improving how officers are marketed, showing the community work
that officers do more often, showing the force/city as desirable place to work

UNIVERSITY HILL PUBLIC SAFETY ASSOCIATION (UHPSA)
UHPSA consists of representatives from law enforcement, security, and public safety agencies protecting
and serving several businesses and institutions on and around the University Hill.
Staffing
The Chiefs expressed the need for innovative ways to ensure the success of the existing police force and
incoming officers by managing: officers’ stress, department call volumes, public relationships, expectations
of police officers and department operations. The Chiefs also emphasized reviewing the utilization of
sergeants, citing the advantages of overtime compared to the base salary of the rank of sergeant. Their
understanding of officers' reluctance to pursue promotion led to discussions around how to incentivise
promotion, investing in first-line supervisors, and meeting public petitions and desires for residency with
incentives such as home-ownership assistance.
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Residency
The Chiefs communicated an empathetic understanding of an officer’s desire to not live in the city to
preserve the privacy or safety of their family. They did encourage marketing city advantages like: Say
Yes to Education scholarship program, the social draw of downtown culture, and commute times, to new
officers and their families to encourage a consideration of city residency.
Addressing violence
The Chiefs recommended the next incoming Chief of Police develop a violence reduction plan, deepen
relationships with violence- and gang-prevention programs, and enhance resources to assist with crowd
control and support for victims’ families at the scene of a crime.

THE DOWNTOWN COMMITTEE OF SYRACUSE, INC. (DTC)
The Downtown Committee (DTC) works with the City to strengthen downtown's economic base. DTC
maintains and improves downtown’s attractiveness by providing services to downtown businesses,
residents, employees and visitors. The inclusion of the Committee’s input is relevant as downtown is
utilized by city residents and a variety of stakeholders who are not residents but contribute to its economic
base.
Policing a Neighborhood in Transition
The Downtown neighborhood seeks candidates with demonstrated experience in urban policing, working
with diverse communities, and collaborating with a variety of community partners. The Committee has
helped grow the city’s taxable base by supporting the conversion of underutilized office spaces into new
residential units. Downtown remains an employment hub with 29,000 employees working downtown daily.
It’s residential growth, now 3,600 residents, represents a 77% increase in the last ten years7. Downtown
is no longer a 9-5 destination. It has new retail businesses, restaurants, nightlife options, 400 new hotel
rooms, and less vacant storefronts. It is now active into the evenings and weekend with increased resident
and visitor activity, requiring a more varied approach to public safety than in the past.
Downtown houses the Bus Transit Hub connecting residents from city neighborhoods to the city’s core.
Daily hub transit commuters add to downtown’s density of employees (who drive), and hotel visitors
and guests. This growth converges a diversity of users in an epicenter traditionally segregated by
neighborhood, demographics and physical barriers. As such, downtown stakeholders seek policing that
relies on officer engagement and a visible presence. For example, DTC security officers currently provide
more than 4,000 hours of foot patrol annually.
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Maintaining a Close Relationship with the SPD
Downtown seeks to maintain its relationship with the Syracuse Police Department and its leadership. The
SPD and Downtown Committee security officers (whom are retired law enforcement) share a security and
information storefront. These officers work to provide proactive safety in addition to addressing daily public
safety and quality of life concerns. Currently, two SPD and two DTC officers provide daytime and evening
patrol8.
These officers engage daily with a variety of downtown constituents. The Committee frequently facilitates
opportunities to “know the neighborhood” identifying situations before they escalate, and interacting with
businesses, visitors, and individuals.
The density of downtown and the increasing utilization of downtown for evening and weekend festivals,
shows, and special events increase stakeholders’ desire to see an increase in detail from the SPD. DTC
and SPD coordinate to provide late-night detail for bar and restaurant districts, however Saturday-Sunday
daytime coverage is not assigned but desired by constituents. Downtown constituents also have access
to 423-HELP, a phone number to report non-emergency concerns which are dispatched to either SPD or
Downtown Committee officers. The partnership between SPD and DTC also allows for the operation of
security cameras throughout the area as an additional tool to deter crime.
Public Safety Challenges
While downtown experiences low instances of violent crimes, its public safety concerns include theft, drug
sales, increased levels of substance abuse, individuals exhibiting mental illness, public domestic disputes,
aggressive panhandling, and loitering. Downtown also struggles with perceptions of it being unsafe,
which hinders investment and, at times, visitation.
The Committee utilizes marketing and education to keep constituents aware of safety resources. DTC
works with relevant agencies and government leaders to address the causes of these public safety
challenges. This district requires more effective solutions to its public safety challenges to ensure the safety
of residents, employees, commuters, and visitors. This is critical for the continued growth and revitalization
of the district which affects the city’s tax base.

7.

Downtown Committee of Syracuse 2017 Annual Report: https://issuu.com/downtownsyracuse/docs/2017-2018_annual_report_
for_issu/12

8.

The number of police patroling downtown has changed since the time this report was drafted.
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SUMMARY

COMMUNITY INPUT
SUMMARY FINDINGS
The summary findings collected from the community input survey and community
input sessions highlight certain key criterion for the mayor’s consideration of the next
police chief. Each criteria is defined by demonstrable experiences mentioned by
those who participated in the public engagement 9 phase of the search process.
Key Recommendations for Criteria
1. Has a record of setting high standards and holding officers accountable
Address department culture through measures like increasing accountability and
transparency, and revisiting standards and policies.
2. Has a record of reducing crime and making neighborhoods safer
Reduce crime, particularly violent-, drug-, and gang-related crimes. There is a
more general want for reducing fear and increasing safety.
3. Has a record of and commitment to community problem-solving and
policing. Improve relationship between the community and the police department,
with suggestions for opportunities to engage and increase trust.
4. Has experience working with diverse communities
Possess a knowledge and understanding of an urban community as culturally,
economically, linguistically, socially, etc. diverse as the City of Syracuse.
5. Has demonstrated experience managing operating functions of an urban
police department. Control overtime, manage spending to allow for investments in
data and technology; manage personnel and deployment.
6. Has demonstrated experience coordinating with other agencies to create
efficiencies. Coordinate law enforcement efforts, strategies, and interdepartmental
city functions to create efficiency and opportunities for constituent service.

9.

The public engagement phase of the search process includes the time period during in which the Mayor's Office collected community input
from community input sessions, the community input survey, and stakeholder meetings.
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A.1. COMMUNITY INPUT SURVEY - PAPER FORM (FRONT)

Syracuse Chief of Police Search:
Community Input Survey
The City of Syracuse is searching for a new Chief of Police to lead the Syracuse Police Department.
The City is seeking a candidate with the necessary experience to serve our diverse community. You
have a critical role to play in helping us to identify important criteria of the next Chief of
Police. Community input will be utilized to assist search efforts when evaluating applicant’s policing
philosophies, experience, skills, and abilities.
Please take a moment to complete this short survey. Your responses to all of the questions are
voluntary. You can email any feedback to mlewis@syrgov.net.
*What professional experience do you think is most important for the next leader of the Syracuse Police
Department? Please select your three most important qualities from the list below:
Has a record of setting high standards and holding officers accountable
Has a record of reducing crime and making neighborhoods safer
Has a record of reducing instances of gun violence
Has a record and commitment to community, problem-solving and policing
Has a record of working with citizen-led Review Boards
Has experience working in an urban city
Has experience working with diverse communities
Is there any other criteria or experience that you believe is important?
What do you hope the leader will bring to the police department?
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A.1. COMMUNITY INPUT SURVEY - PAPER FORM (BACK)
What is the zip code where you work?

What is the zip code where you live?

What is your ethnicity/culture do you identify as? (Optional)

What is your gender? Select all that apply. (Optional)
Female
Male
Transgender
What is your age? (Optional)
[ ] 15-19
[ ] 20-25
[ ] 26-34
[ ] 35-45
[ ] 46-55
[ ] over 55
How did you first learn about this Community Input Session? (Please check one)
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

] I attended a Public Meeting
] City of Syracuse (Social Media or Email)
] Church/Faith-Based Organization
] Employer or Business
] Elected Official
] Neighborhood Group or Community Center
] Friends/Family
] syracuse.com (yes, I want to know specifically them or TV)
] TV/News

This survey can be found online at BIT.LY/SPDCHIEFSURVEY
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A.2. COMMUNITY INPUT SURVEY - FACILITATOR NOTES

Syracuse Police Chief: Community Input Survey
What are your questions for us? How do you feel about this process?

What are you committed to do to work with the next police leader? (Place this one on the sticky and post on
board.)

Maybe you’ve heard the term “community policing.” What do you think that means? What do you think it looks
like?

What is your experience with police?
For volunteer: Encourage respondent to consider how these engagements can improve. Consider using post-its.

This survey can be found online at BIT.LY/SPDCHIEFSURVEY
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B.1. COMMUNITY INPUT SURVEY FREE RESPONSE
The statements below are provided by respondents of the Police Chief Search Community Input Survey.
They have not been edited. Personal information and vulgar language has been redacted. These are the
express views of the individual respondenents and not the views of the Office of the Mayor.
1. More order in the city of Syracuse .. MORE POLICE CAMERAS and more accountability.
2. More order in the city of Syracuse .. MORE POLICE CAMERAS and more accountability.
3. Equal justice for all involved even if they are an official no one is above the law
4. I hope the new Chief of Police will bring his or her expertise to the department. It is my hope the
new Chief of Police will put the citizens of Syracuse first. And I hope he or she will respect all of the
diversity that makes the City of Syracuse a wonderful place.
5. New Perspective
6. Thoughtfulness, integrity, experience, listening skills, street smarts.
7. A presence in the schools of the SCSD. A record of working with review boards; urban city
experience; working with diverse communities. Understanding the needs of all stake holders.
8. to stop gun violence
9. Make schools safer for our student and teachers and families.
10. A demonstrated ability to look at our city and greater CNY area as a system. Community input and
involvement is key, but a strong leader needs to have an ability to see that the issues that come up in
conversation with residents TODAY are tied to a lengthy history and web of related factors. Also, do
as the Mayor has done and surround himself/herself with a strong, diverse team that shows integrity
and accountability for actions.
11. A prioritization of our diverse community -- one that sends a top-down approach to our ranks of
suburban officers that understanding people different from ourselves is key.
12. Integrity, fairness, deep commitment to entire community
13. Accountability! Giving power over to the CRB! Being transparent!
14. respect for both the community and the officers
15. Being able to communicate effectively with everyone respectfully.
16. to be honest and to treat immigrants with dignity and respect and not to call immigration like ICE
because that can separate families by deportation
17. I hope the new leader will bring equality, among all races and justice for all people without bias of
any races.
18. A well spoken person who is not a dis, dem and dose guy. An outsider with no ties to the dept.
19. Working with Parks Dept to put more things in our parks for the teens to do. 2. A tired teen is a good
teen 3. Older teens control the few basketball courts left so younger kids get no court time so they
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lose interest and get into bad things
20. Team work. Making everyone realize that we all have to work together in order to have positive
results
21. It is very important for the immigrant community to feel safe when calling police for help and not to
fear enforcement of immigration law. We want sanctuary policies of no collaboration with ICE
22. A lack of fear of offending people.
23. A desire to eliminate to police brutality, violence and bias
24. I hope this leader will increase the protection to kids
25. Love and respect to us all
26. love of all people
27. Respecting the people he works for, and having the police to do it also (respect)
28. to crack down on the drug problem plaqueing our city to catch and prosicute dealers to the fullest
extent of the law and to have background checks on those purchasing firearms and to rid our city of
outside sources of illegal drugs and and fire arms longer and harsher prison time for those involved
29. There is a gap between civilians and the police department. On April 3-5, 2018 a civilian police
academy training was done. It is a start of helping to close that gap between officers and civilians.
Most civilians do not understand why their loved ones were killed at time. If this gap can be brought
closer together where the police department and civilians learn how to work together, the community
will be safer for the families and the officers.
30. Social engagement of the police department with the community.
31. Sensitivity to people's feelings and frustrations.
32. trust
33. Must be able to bridge the gap between police officers and civilians. Willing to work with the
communities to build strong trust and relationships.
34. Neighborhood to neighborhood involvement
35. Someone with an open mind and willing to surround themselves with the brightest and best. Also
should be willing to listen to others who have past experiences/look back to see what has worked in
the past and reinstate those things.
36. A commitment to making sure each area of the city has a sufficient police coverage.
37. Stability, honesty, fairness.
38. Must be honest
39. Must maintain safety
40. Must be honest.
41. Interaction and/or participation with social justice action organizations. A person who understands
that there is a disproportionate incident of arrest and conviction of people of color. Racial profiling:
the percentage of police shooting = inherent. Experience and exposure to poverty problems: crime/
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poor education school absenteeism, homelessness, hunger, unattended children.
42. The Chief said there is someone he recommends that is currently in the rank and file. Let's save
money--tax payers dollars--and go with that individual if the Chief feels that person is well qualified!
43. Fairness to all members of our community and someone who can get along with the mayor and
board. I hope that we can find someone who can be from our area.
44. Police accountability. Clear policies of engagement.
45. Officers who will want to live in the city
46. Ending the violence in Syracuse
47. A unity of the citizens to make the city a safer place
48. Neighbors helping neighbors
49. Neighbors helping neighbors
50. The new chief must believe he had the skills to change/alter the culture and then do so. Must be
positive that change is possible!
51. Accountability and community policing
52. An end to police brutality. Police officers who commit sexual assault and assault students need to be
terminated and held accountable. Broken windows policies, arrests for petty crimes and marijuana/
drug use, warrant checks, racial profiling needs to stop. Syracuse taxpayer money is better spent
investing in social programs, invest in communities instead of breaking families apart. How can
anyone feel safe calling the police when there are police in SPD who have assaulted people? SPD
officers should live and reside in Syracuse.
53. Better understanding of diverse communities, especially mentally challenged, autistic, transgender,
non-white, international
54. Compassion for the people the police serve.
55. I hope the new chief will bring unity to the police dept and be someone officers will respect and feel
like he is a part of the community as a whole working together with many partners to help achieve
reduced crime.
56. Common sense
57. A better approach to policing overall.
58. a safer downtown and soudounding area with more police patroling the area on foot
59. Accountability, transparency, community engagement, understanding of concentrated poverty and
the affects it has on the community.
60. an open mind about the problems of Syracuse
61. An open mind, honesty, integrity ,experience, knowledge of police matters, budgetary matters and a
good amount of common sense.
62. community awareness and affinity for nurturing young officers and teenagers
63. Community Policing techniques
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64. Diversity, accountability, training
65. High standards, accountability, and teamwork
66. Honesty and integrality, good solid leadership for all ethnic groups
67. I think all of the above are important. I would hope the police chief will offer/require continuing
education. Particularly in the areas of communication and mental health - focus on feeling of "fear"
in the victim, the police and witnesses.
68. Making neighborhoods safer. Acting on problems quickly
69. More officer accountability; improved community/police relations; reduce violent crime
70. Safer Syracuse for all neighborhoods
71. A leadership which can facilitate change, progress, and move a department which is caught in a
model of 30 years ago into the present for a dynamic and rebounding city. As a union supporter
myself, he also needs to be able to push back against the police union to force them to realize that
this is a new time and it requires a new approach to law enforcement.
72. An understanding of unconscious bias and an ability to show commitment to training and
implementing policies with said ideal in mind
73. Community policing
74. Empathy and understanding for the various communities within Syracuse.
75. Fairness, a calming influence, and the ability to raise the hopes of all citizens.
76. Integrity and Openness/Honesty
77. Intractable with citizens
78. He brings local knowledge, dedication to public service, and an ability to work with all people. He
should be the next chief.
79. Leadership to improve safety and quality of life in the City
80. Leadership, Professionalism, and commitment to the city of Syracuse
81. Real community policing and relationship building
82. Stronger leadership and commitment, like him.
83. Must have a minimum of a four-year college degree, have minimal to no familial ties to CNY, exude
competence, toughness, fairness, and be willing to speak the truth even if it ruffles the feathers
of a small but highly vocal group of community activists that hate law enforcement and seek to
encourage criminals activity in the city. The new chief needs to expand the use of gunshot detection
equipment to other parts of the city and most importantly must be willing to work with the DA’s
office, suburban departments, and federal authorities including the U.S. Attorney for the Northern
District of New York (something *personal information has flagrantly failed to do) to address the
proliferation of street gangs and drug traffickers that have expanded their tentacles into every
corner of the city. The number of gang members and number of street gangs has more than doubled
in the city during the past 8 years and more federal and state resources are needed to dismantle
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these criminal enterprises, including applying RICO and other federal charges that will remove these
violent predators from the community. Many of these new gangs have gang members have relocated
to Syracuse from other major cities - why is this happening and are local social services providers
contributing to this trend through generous programs and efforts to expand their client base and
secure bigger state grants by relocating poor people and drug addicts from NYC and Newark - a
practice that was / is used by the local branch of the *redacted. Lastly, something needs to be done
to crack down on the conglomeration of homeless people, tent cities and panhandling. The previous
mayor and Common Council was complacent with this activity (even tacitly encouraging it). This has
resulted in the city looking rundown and having a perception of being dangerous, dirty and giving
up on quality of life concerns. Need to address graffiti and trash
84. Accountability within the department
85. Accountability, crime reduction
86. I hope they will have a social work background or experience working with social workers.
Community policing does a fine job of this but would love to see them paired with a trained social
worker as other communities have seen success with this model.
87. order
88. Reducing crime
89. A professional work environment with better representation to the media and the public at large.
More engagement from the police department to the public with an emphasis on mentorship
programs and youth leadership development. While I understand the need for diverse recruiting
practices I do not feel it guarantees a successful outcome in law enforcement and would like to see
less "identity politics" at play in selecting the next Chief of Police.
90. An attitude of establishing law and order as the first priority.
91. The ability to transform a department that truly wants to actually reside in the city of Syracuse with
their children instead of living in rural America.
92. Trust-building, awareness of and sensitivity to the history of racism and segregation in Syracuse,
problem-solving policing rather than “law and order” policing, accountability to citizens, focus on
safety of all citizens and property.
93. A firm hand and continued leadership
94. Accountability, leadership, high expectations, community building
95. Consistency, trust with community
96. Equity in policing and a willingness to divert issues out of the justice system
97. Professionalism, this current bunch lives outside of the city making as much OT as possible to pad
their retirement. They have no respect for the residents of the community.
98. Tactics to reduce violent crimes
99. Accountability to the City and understanding the diverse culture that comes with a Sanctuary City.
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100. Building positive relations with all citizens.
111. Everyone’s (?)
112. Reform
113. Work ethic
114. A culture where the police are highly regarded by all community members.
115. Communication between the public and police, a feeling of trust
116. Peace
117. Safe Area
118. Transparency, equality, elimination of discrimination and racial bias.
119. A safe, united community with rules(high standards) and consequences for breaking them.
120. I am hoping that the new chief has a variety of formal and informal education in municipal law and
leadership.
121. I would like to see a strong leader like him. He is someone who knows our city and I have complete
confidence in him.
122. Leadership and relationship an understanding of the culture of the City of Syracuse
123. More alternative scared straight programs for youth
124. We really need a leader that will be not only active in the PD but active in our schools. A lot of the
violence in this city stems from our youth. We need to figure out ways to actively engage the PD in
our buildings and build relationships with our students.
125. A life long resident of Syracuse who knows this city and cares for this city.
126. A strong leader
127. A strong leader with experience with and in the Syracuse police community. A person that has
worked in the city of Syracuse. He has been apart of the Syracuse community for many years and
has a good idea of what the city needs.
128. I am in hopes that our new chief will put "community policing" first. Here in Eastwood, a police
presence on a community level has always shown to be effective. These forums were a great idea,
and I want to thank you for reaching out to the people. - President, Eastwood Neighborhood
Association
129. Integrity and a moral compass.
130. We need a strong leader
131. Accountability
132. Experience
133. Experience in diverse, urban setting and commitment to working with community
134. Experience in diverse, urban setting and commitment to working with community
135. Innovative approaches to the needs of our community
136. Leadership and relationship builder
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137. Change
138. Syracuse has a problem with discriminatory policing, excessive force, a lack of diversity, and
criminalizing our communities of color. The next leader has to balance the broad public safety
concerns alongside high standards and no tolerance for officers who don't follow these standards.
139. Better community relations
140. Able to understand the Syracuse streets, work with community, work with ethnic leaders/business
owners.
141. Change
142. The man for the job
143. Safer Streets and Schools
144. Work community policing, able to work with high energy and community partners, train police
officers about cultures of Syracuse, monitor police camera and follow the steps, attend public
meeting.
145. A culture of respect and partnership with our city’s people, especially people of color
146. Accountability to the citizens.
147. Better relations less crime
148. Change and dedication to crime reduction.
149. Cohesion and collaboration with the community at large. An understanding that making
neighborhoods safe starts from the inside out, in partnership with the folks that reside within.
150. Leadership, fairness, ability to see racial disparities in how Syracuse PD currently deal with people
151. More officers
152. A genuine rejection of a local force acting as a proxy for federal enforcement of drug and
immigration policies. It is our city and city police can establish local priorities on enforcement
		 and public health.
153. Community-oriented policing.
154. Enforcing quality of life rules and regulations in the city. Speeding, burglary, drug dealing
crackdown
155. I believe that a strong commitment with the requisite experience in the three areas above will lead
to success in the other categories. I believe that an authentic commitment to community policing
is paramount. A demonstrate ability to deescalate conflict rather than respond to conflict with
overwhelming force.
"156. Pressure on the council to decriminalize drugs and prostitution so the police can be trusted by the
community.
157. Community policing - requiring officers to interact with their community outside of policing - whether
it be required community service, programs working with youth in their community - so they view our
kids as people and kids have a better relationship and trust officers.
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158. I believe the most important quality needs to be COMPASION and second to that we need a
people's person to continue the work the Chief set out to do in the community, Communication Skills,
also important to accomplish successfully the community relations . Other important characteristics
are Wisdom, Even temper, Selflessness and having a sense of humor. Attention to detail and
creativity is a must have. I think Self Reflection is a characteristic that needs to be modeled for the
police force to follow, lead by example. We are only human and mistakes will happen, we need to
own our mistakes. Think critically and TEAMWORK!
159. A leader who will have integrity, high ethical standards and strong moral values.
160. Experience, an open mind, problem solving, excellent communication skills, committed to our
community
161. All of the above qualities are important. But in the end, we all want to be safer in our communities. I
think that ought to be the top priority.
162. Make the neighborhood safe
163. A Way to bridge the gap between citizens and law enforcement. A Way to minimize the distrust
that so many citizens in this city feel. A Way to get officers involved in the community that isn't
strictly, patrol or surveillance based. Working more with inner city kids and the adults that have
had tattered history with officers so we can have that trust and faith in them. Because if we trust you,
we're more likely to help you.
164. I hope that he or she will meet frequently with organizations like the NAACP, NAN, NYCLU, Black
Lives Matter, Spanish Action League, CCA, ARISE, 100 Black Men of Syracuse, Syracuse Peace
Council, ACTS, Vera House, Good Life Foundation, Cuse Culture, Syracuse Cultural Workers,
Pan African Community of Central New York, RISE, CNY Solidarity Coalition, Workers' Center of
Central New York, Building Men, SUN and the William Herbert Johnson Bar Association. Also, I
hope that he or she will meet often with the Citizen Review Board, Onondaga County Justice Center
Oversight Committee and the Onondaga County Human Rights Commission. In addition, I hope that
he or she will meet with grassroots organizations and ethnic groups that exist but are lesser known.
Immigrants and refugees need to feel safe and secure without fearing detention and deportation.
The next Police Chief should meet with the Onondaga County Sheriff's Office and U.S. Customs
and Border Protection to address the issue of law enforcement officials asking people on buses and
at the Regional Transportation Center whether or not they are United States citizens. There needs
to be boundaries regarding how law enforcement officials interact with those who travel within the
borders of the City of Syracuse that the next Police Chief should be able to set or at least negotiate
with other law enforcement agencies that operate here. People who don't speak English may feel
intimidated and racial profiling needs to be addressed because people who are not Caucasian may
feel targeted when they are asked by law enforcement officials about their citizenship and when
they are asked to give their driver's license or ID card during a traffic stop. Those who are African41

American are routinely searched, stopped and criminalized, whether it be through warrant checks
or it be through arrests and being shot and killed by police officers in Syracuse. Police brutality and
excessive use of force must be addressed by the next Police Chief. Implementation of the Citizen
Review Board's proposed Use of Force Policy would be a good start. The next Police Chief should
immediately implement all the policy recommendations made by the Citizen Review Board. All
police officers need to be trained in the areas of integrity, character, compassion, care, kindness,
patience, respect, decency, demeanor, customer service, unconscious bias, implicit bias, trauma,
mental health, disabilities, cultural competence and sensitivity. Community outreach and community
engagement must be a top priority of the next Police Chief. Whoever the next Police Chief is, he
or she should be humble, caring, kind, compassionate, open minded, fair, impartial, respectable,
unbiased, upstanding, credible and above reproach. There must be demonstrated experience in
rooting out corruption within the SPD. Changing the status quo and being open to change must be
what the next Police Chief is willing to do. He or she must set the example and he or she must be
the change that he or she wants to see in the SPD. Even if and when the rank and file attempt to
sabotage, undermine, boycott, oppose, rebel and stymie the next Police Chief, he or she must be
able to demonstrate leadership despite an exodus of retirement eligible police officers who decide
to leave rather than submit to his or her leadership. Persistence, perseverance and an unwavering
commitment to equality and fairness in justice and the rule of law must be what the next Police Chief
possesses. Peacemaking and mindfulness ought to be the direction taken by the next Police Chief.
Participation and involvement in the Citizen Review Board through attendance at meetings and
support for events held by the CRB should be a priority for the next Police Chief. Cooperation and
collaboration with the Citizen Review Board by providing complete access to information needed to
conduct investigations and complete quarterly/annual reports as well as encourage police officers
to attend meetings. The next Police Chief needs to allow for disciplinary actions taken to be made
public. The next Police Chief ought to permit the Citizen Review Board to give complete disclosure
regarding complaints of police misconduct. There ought not be secrecy nor should the next Police
Chief withhold information from the public/Citizen Review Board. His or her son/daughter should
not have a criminal record that reflects poorly on his or her parenting, character and integrity. He or
she should take the Citizen Review Board seriously and not attempt to undermine, sabotage, oppose
and/or stymie the CRB. Any and all sustained findings and recommendations for discipline against
the police officer made by the Citizen Review Board should be approved, implemented and made
public by the next Police Chief. The next Police Chief needs to put the PBA in its place, keep the PBA
in check and not give the PBA any more power as well as take back the power the PBA took from
the Police Chief. The next Police Chief needs to show his or her support for the Citizen Review Board
both in public and in private as well as encourage the rank and file to do the same.
165. I hope that the next Police Chief will bring more transparency to the Police Department. Also, I hope
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that he or she will discipline police officers when police misconduct or police brutality occurs. In
addition, I hope that the next Police Chief will discipline police officers who commit sexual assault/
harassment or rape toward women and men alike. The next Police Chief needs to provide the Citizen
Review Board with the information necessary for investigations of complaints of police misconduct to
be conducted and completed in a timely manner. The Citizen Review Board must receive documents,
records, body camera footage and surveillance video footage promptly from the SPD. Whoever
the next Police Chief is, he or she needs to be willing to address the culture of corruption within the
SPD. Mistreatment of African-American males by police officers must be reduced in order to rebuild
trust between police and community. There needs to be Police Liaison Committee meetings between
the SPD and CRB every month. Board members of the Citizen Review Board should receive more
training and more resources from the next Police Chief. The next Police Chief should have a better
relationship with the Onondaga County District Attorney. The next Police Chief ought to encourage
police officers to attend Citizen Review Board meetings. The next Police Chief must authorize an
audit of the Syracuse Police Department regarding overtime pay as well as address the issue of
not only the consent decree and the lack of diversity within the rank level of sergeant but also the
excessive amount of retirement eligibility that currently exists. My concern is how police officers
spend their time, whether it is time well spent or time wasted. Customer service to the taxpayers and
residents living in the City of Syracuse needs to be a top priority of the next Police Chief. Taxpayer
money should be used wisely within the SPD. Police officers needs to take responsibility and hold
themselves accountable for their actions, attitude, demeanor, conduct, mentality and mindset. The
next Police Chief must have credibility, competence, character and integrity. Concerned residents
need to feel safe, secure, comfortable and confident that if they complain about police misconduct
that there will not be repercussions, retribution, retaliation, intimidation and/or threats made against
them. There was a woman who told the Citizen Review Board that police officers harassed her while
she walked her dog. She felt uncomfortable even admitting that they intimidated her, harassed her
and threatened her. The next Police Chief needs to be supportive of the Citizen Review Board and
empower the agency by granting it access to whatever information it needs to investigate complaints
of police misconduct against SPD police officers. When the Citizen Review Board submits its findings
the Police Chief, he or she must respond quickly regarding the recommendations made. The next
Police Chief should implement the policy recommendations already made by the Citizen Review
Board in its annual report(s). The next Police Chief ought to make the changes to its Use of Force
Policy that the Citizen Review Board outlined in-depth in its annual report(s) already. The next Police
Chief should be more forthcoming regarding practices, policies and procedures even during the
Citizen Police Academy instead of merely giving his or her own interpretation of the law during
their training. Civil rights, civil liberties, human rights and Constitutional rights must be respected
by the next Police Chief. The right to protest against injustices committed against the people by
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the government or law enforcement officials ought to be protected. There already exists a stigma
against minorities. Instead of putting the onus on residents, the next Police Chief should hold higher
standards of accountability for the police officers and allow the Citizen Review Board to have
unfettered access to information in its oversight role over the Syracuse Police Department. There
should be no limits and no restrictions on the types and kinds of information that the Citizen Review
Board can and should receive from the SPD.
166. Strong and positive leadership. A reminder that he is a public servant and the citizens of Syracuse
are his or her boss.
167. Clean up crime without having hands tied by government
168. Fairness and progressive leadership
169. leadership, forward thinking, creative problem solving
170. A reduction in gun violence
171. Awareness of diversity, gangs, homelessness, poverty and social-economic issues. How to help
victims who won’t report their assailant.
172. Good judgment, integrity, a deep understanding of the U.S. Constitution, compassion, courage
174. 1.) Tougher crackdown on gang related violence. 2.) Put more officers in neighborhoods (foot
patrols) 3.) Pay attention to quality of life issues - loitering, loud music, neighborhood disturbances
4.) Develop more training for recognizing mental illness behaviors (officers and 911 personnel) 5.)
Utilize peer support - model police program after VA peer support success
175. A feeling of safety
176. An end to brutality and corruption.
177. Community engagement- street level presence and response to quality of life complaints
178. transparency / respect for others
179. A BETTER RELATIONSHIP WITH THE OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
180. Got a long with everyone
181. open door to all
182. Peer support program.
183. Safe schools and a safer city for our children.
184. I think they should enforce rules that will make every community safer.
185. Accountability
186. understanding of the effects of policing on minorities
187. A community policing model.
188. Integrity,honesty, and a sense of community as opposed to an “us vs. them” mindset
189. A community/ citizen based approach to policing rather than a militarized overbearing approach to
policing.
190. Bridge the gap in the community, the officers should be familiar friendly faces to our community.
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Lead the department in a way that will ensure our safety and not feel like we are being harassed.
191. Safety!
192. Keep the police officers and add more to the schools
193. That they can interact with the people in our community to make it an overall safer place to live and
work.
194. honesty, integrity and leadership
195. Someone who does not see the SPD as a silo, but embraces and welcomes partnerships. Be a
visionary with the ability to put vision into action; develop leaders in SPD to work with community
and other city departments; have a focus on real "community policing." Let the chief be a chief and
focus on reducing crime; gun violence has so many tentacles: drugs, community acceptance, etc;
SPD cannot be babysitters for a community that needs work to develop community solutions to things
that are beyond police work.
196. Ideas from OUTSIDE Syracuse to innovate and not merely maintain the status quo. Please hire
someone from outside that isn’t afraid to make tough decisions and effect change. Hiring someone
from within the department will only increase the current internal politics and prevent true change to
help the community.
197. We are living in extraordinary times. "Normal" paradigms are not as effective. We are facing,
many instances, a smarter, better organization criminal element. The next police chief should be a
visionary who is humble enough to seek wisdom, as Soloman did, so he can be effective.
198. Professionalism, understanding; knowledge of community policing; a desire to keep neighborhoods/
children safer. And a change of philosophy - pay attention to the less serious crimes (especially
traffic violations) not just big crimes.
199. Availability and a clear willingness to listen and engage with the people.
200. That the Police Chief will not be controlled by the PBA. For officers that have been deployed, what
training/mental health services will be in place to support them when they return?
201. Safer conditions for the public. I am approached sometimes very aggressively by "homeless" several
times per visit while walking, driving or dining in Armory Square. Parking garages are littered with
garbage, feces, urine, dirty needles and other drug paraphernalia. Makes me not want to patronize
downtown.
202. Steadfast commitment to all police force. Commitment to honesty, integrity, equality with open
communication to all persons, the workforce and community demands.
203. Sensitivity and respect for the wonderful diversity in Syracuse. Good people skills. High standards
for him/herself and the force.
204. Union between the community and spd
205. Keeping Syracuse safe and clean.
206. accountability
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207. Accountability
208. Combination of establishing relationships with individuals in neighborhoods, but also keeping
neighborhoods safe. Also, the candidate will possess mental health expertise. The police officers
should also be trained in trauma. The police officers also need to be trained in various, informed
populations, i.e. diversity, race.
209. Mental health training. I am concerned about traffic in this city. People do not follow any rules.
Centro buses and school buses (first student) run red lights and run stop signs. Pedestrians cause
many issues by walking across streets anywhere and any time they want. Jay walkers and cars have
to slam on brake. I have never seen such chaos in other cities including NYC, which I visit often.
People in NYC do not dare walk across streets illegally.
210. The ability to bring diverse groups together and to bridge differences. I also would hope that
the chief would have a commitment to educating the rank and file in crisis response and working
effectively with persons with mental health challenges. Someone who is willing to focus on training
people to be respectful to those they serve. To change the culture from one of non-accountability to
one of service to the community.
211. An active knowledge of THIS community, our residents, our challenges, and our opportunities.
This infividual cannot come from another city, and the next Chief needs to bring understanding,
compassion, and a desire to improve our community...not their own employability.
212. That the chief cleans house. There needs to be a culture change at the SPD.
213. Education of all areas with training upon more broad areas of society, more ways of bringing
together police and civilians, better supervision and review of employment for police. Inform public
more accurately. Police functions for Syracuse civilians to attend. Strict retraction and review of
discretion the officers have.
214. Experience engaging diverse communities and listening to and using community review board
recommendations.
215. Respect for all individuals in the community; accountability for officers' actions, building relationships
with residents of Syracuse, stop disrespecting individuals who happen to be homeless / struggling
with poverty
216. Understanding the neighborhoods and their specific needs. Cultural sensitivity. disabilities.
217. Community-minded leadership with a high standard of service for law enforcement & holding officers
accountable for both the successes and short-comings of their policing.
218. Accountability in the police dept. and respect in the community
219. Care and integrity
220. Decrease the rate of unsolved crimes
221. experience in working in the school system and safety concerns
222. I hope they will bring some leadership and change to the city.
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223. Safety and always willing to listen to concerns and giveban answer when asked
224. A sense of community involvement, education for police chief about issues regarding IDD and MH.
225. Bring about peace between communities
226. Honest, clear communication with the public. Treat everyone fairly and not be a puppet. Get police
officers on our streets and not have them look away. Lets take back our city!
227. A plan to keep officers and the community the safest.
228. A strong leader
229. A strong leader
230. Accountability
231. I'd like someone who can build community and collaborate with many diverse groups in the city.
232. Knowledge of our city.
234. Strong leadership.
235. Work with school leaders to reduce school violence
236. A strong leader
237. An understanding of diversity and dealing with different cultures. No nepotism.
238. I hope the leader will help make the police force more aware of individuals in our community that
have disabilities. The police force could be more aware of these people.
239. Strong leadership skills
240. a great reputation as a leader.
241. Unity between the police ranks and the community. Accountability to all.
242. commitment to the city and it's citizens safety
243. More educated police that are action based people. Stop allowing police to not write things down.
Every call should have an action which is recorded.
244. Will be able to help reduce violence
245. A sense of community importance including schools and places for kids to go after school. Programs
for teens, City jobs for teens
246. I hope the next leader will work on behalf of the community and reduce crime in the community.
247. Knowledge, empathy, education, experience.
248. I hope they will be sensitive to those with mental health issues and disabilities.
249. Neighborhood police
250. Reduce police brutality; reduce office misconduct, including police misusing racing in communities
251. Ultimately creating positive impact on diverse communities. Integrity and focus on planning strategies
to prevent gun violence. Embrace comfortable criteria to influence safety and overall commitment to
balance respect and discretion.
252. Accountability
253. Leader must take participation in every single cultural people.
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254. A revitalized enthusiasm to lower gun violence and creating positive relationships with those in the
community.
255. level headedness, good communication, hard work, and action.
256. The ability to lead fairly, with equal concern for all citizens, innovative ideas and a strong drive and
ability to solve the ever increasing issue of gun violence and crime in the city.
257. Good community relations
258. Safe community
259. A critical approach to the way things are currently being done and implement new policies to ensure
both the police and the civilians are being given an equal opportunity to feel safe in our community
260. A critical approach to the way things are currently being done and implement new policies to ensure
both the police and the civilians are being given an equal opportunity to feel safe in our community
261. A critical approach to the way things are currently being done and implement new policies to ensure
both the police and the civilians are being given an equal opportunity to feel safe in our community
262. A critical approach to the way things are currently being done and implement new policies to ensure
both the police and the civilians are being given an equal opportunity to feel safe in our community
263. A critical approach to the way things are currently being done and implement new policies to ensure
both the police and the civilians are being given an equal opportunity to feel safe in our community
264. A critical approach to the way things are currently being done and implement new policies to ensure
both the police and the civilians are being given an equal opportunity to feel safe in our community
265. A critical approach to the way things are currently being done and implement new policies to ensure
both the police and the civilians are being given an equal opportunity to feel safe in our community
266. A critical approach to the way things are currently being done and implement new policies to ensure
both the police and the civilians are being given an equal opportunity to feel safe in our community
267. A critical approach to the way things are currently being done and implement new policies to ensure
both the police and the civilians are being given an equal opportunity to feel safe in our community
268. A critical approach to the way things are currently being done and implement new policies to ensure
both the police and the civilians are being given an equal opportunity to feel safe in our community
269. A critical approach to the way things are currently being done and implement new policies to ensure
both the police and the civilians are being given an equal opportunity to feel safe in our community
270. Improving relations between people of color and the Syracuse police force
271. More commitment to hiring decent, intelligent people who respect others' humanity.
272. Train police to de-escalate situations, train them in dealing with people with mental health issues,
train them in nonviolent interventions, train them not to engage in racial profiling. Keep Syracuse a
sanctuary city. Support immigrant and refugee communities.
273. We are deeply concerned about having a police force that is well-trained in mental health,
developmental delays, and also the needs of our refugee community, many of whom suffer with
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PTSD. We need a chief who is sensitive to these issues.
274. I hope he or she is a former New York State Trooper, ideally.
275. excellent communications skills and rapport building to set high standards and inspire his/her
officers
276. Discipline and diversity
277. Unification with the community
278. Diversity
279. Ability to address the city's rampant racial segregation, institutional racism, and an ability to
understand the relationship between Syracuse's past policing policies and racial discrimination in
ways that benefit everyone in the community.
280. Making deep changes by being able to work well with unions, community, other government
agencies, social services. Someone who understands the community, someone who will commit to
hiring a different group of people and training them differently. For your search form, network with
*personal information, sociology professor in Chicago.
281. Continued collaboration
282. Safer neighborhoods
283. Peace
284. Peace
285. I hope the leader will guide the SPD into better relationships with city residents, especially those of
color.
286. Strong desire and ability to unify the community to develop support for the police department to help
reduce crime
287. Leadership and accountability
288. Who save for us.
289. Police reform
290. Community relations skills and management skills
291. Accountability
292. A serious commitment to holding police accountable. Stop the practice of physically attacking
communities of color and profiling them. A strong commitment to being a sanctuary city for all
(especially undocumented individuals).
293. A genuine desire to change the culture of SPD to one that fosters dignity, respect and community
building
294. A willingness to be open and honest about the wrongs committed by SPD officers, an understanding
that admitting the misconduct of one does not implicate the entire force while refusing to
acknowledge misconduct does negatively impact the entire force.
295. Crime reduction
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296. Discipline within the department earned by respect. Awareness of our diverse community.
297. Community engagement. Instill respect between community members and officers. Train police
officers to not use excessive force. Discipline those who do.
298. Good leadership.
299. Setting a good example, fostering relationships with community partners, thinking creatively, being a
problem solver.
300. Help the community understandings to other citizens
301. Respect
302. A more trustworthy program
303. I would like to see beat cops restored to communities, people appreciate facial recognition, youth
will not fear officers whom they have a relationship with. Hire more minorities on the force and
implement the officers must live within the city. Upstanding officer would not have an issue living in
the city unless they have something to hide. Get rid of Officer *personal information.
304. Love and peace in heart, and a love for humanity and respect for God
305. Honesty, Integrity, Fairness in due process, accountable officers, understanding of diversity,
experience, commitment to law enforcement, a new process for responding to youth violations.
Active recruitment and hiring of minorities to join the force and move up the ranks. Opportunities for
youth to have job shadow experiences with the department. More (non-violence response related)
presence in schools
306. A leader
307. An approachable and open rapport with the community, a fair and firm demeanor and an
understanding of our current societal needs and how to best protect the families of our city.
308. Integrity
309. Not being afraid to speak the truth about what is REALLY going on with certain populations in our
community.
310. An understanding of how power works and a willingness to use power in gentle ways. "My power is
made perfect in weakness"
311. Less crime for the city
312. Community
313. Less crime, safer neighborhoods, faster 911 response times, larger police presence
314. more money
315. Safety and hope to our neighborhoods
316. committment to ensuring fair policing in the city, for all city residents
317. Work to reduce police brutality, improve accountability, and community relations.
318. Accountability for police officers who escalate violent situations
319. Accountability, real and substantive efforts to address implicit bias on the force, a vision for training
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officers to respond to situations with the intent to de-escalate and diffuse, not escalate and make
unnecessary arrests, with a particular focus on supporting city residents of color, in immigrant
communities, and with mental illness or developmental differences.
320. I really really hope that it will be someone who can develop trust with diverse groups of people and
also someone who has the strength to hold the police officers accountable if need be. I also hope
that the new chief will continue the tradition of not asking people their immigration status.
321. Less gun violence in the city
322. Accountability to the police force. Ability to identify problems and find real solutions with
quantifiable results.
323. I'd like them to bring accountability and transparency to the police department. We've had way
too many police committing acts of violence against unarmed, innocent citizens in Syracuse without
being held accountable in any way whatsoever. That needs to change.
324. Structure, community police. When I was a child in the city of Syracuse we seen police officers
driving around patrolling the neighborhoods. Talking to people outside when the weather was nice.
New what kids belonged where. We don’t have that anymore. If there not busy we see them sitting
in an empty lot doing paper work. There is no more community police.
325. Add more policing in the difficult neighborhoods.
326. Bridging the gap between the community and the police department and really caring about our
community as a whole.
327. Build collaboration between community leaders and citizens to bring crime to an all time low and
make all of Syracuse a safe place to live and work.
328. Equity
329. honesty
330. Safety & security to our community
331. A place were the community and police work together, to develop a divers working staff that reflects
the community and provides a safe and supportive environment that respects individual rights.
332. New recruitment and hiring techniques and procedures.
333. Shared sense of community and the ability to get different groups to collaborate
334. Understanding
335. Fairness and commitment to the interests of the diverse communities in Syracuse.
336. Integrity, transparency, ingenuity
337. An eagerness to build community with the population being served (city residents) as to ensure that
trustworthy relationships are built between the police force and residents.
338. Good police officer.
339. I hope hard work and safety for everyone.
340. Take good care police officer.
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341. To bring the crime/drugs down
342. A new respect for and empowerment of folks in poverty and near poverty
343. Add more policing in the community.
344. I hope the new leader will bring a fair system to the police department and will do what he/she
needs to do in order to keep our communities safe, even if it means evaluating our current police
force.
345. Make more traffic stops.
346. We need really action police officer
347. *redacted for personal information
348. A sense of community
349. A tough, but fair attitude.
350. Developing
351. Developing
352. Someone who is dedicated to bringing people together and understanding the community issues like
social economic, safety and willing to understand that there is a root cause of any issue.
353. to make the world more safe
354. Solutions to make the neighborhoods safer
355. Getting the whole department to care about what they do and to act responsibly and appropriately
to situations presented to them.
356. Honesty. It's sad that no matter what happens, the police are never blamed. I know it's a hard job
but when a police office messes up (shoots an unarmed person, usually of color) the police chief
needs to be honest. We pay their salary, they need to support the community as much as their fellow
officers.
357. An ability to bring communities together.
358. Trust, confidence, and respect within the department and within the community
359. communication skills
360. Policing more often.
361. Accountability, community service, a focus on violent crime instead of misdemeanors or minor
infractions
362. direction, open communication with the Mayor's office and the community
363. improvements to community relations
364. Police officers of color. Training on not shooting black people as the first and only response option.
365. Aggressive attitude to fighting crime to save the city. Like the former mayor did in NYC.
366. Continued professionalism of our department. No rogue cops. Highest standards and expectations
of all personnel. Be the model department other cities try to emulate. Embrace technology as well as
personal interaction with constituents.
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367. Cultural change including the implementation of de-escalation training, working with the Community
Review Board, change in the the use of force policy.
368. Equality, equity, positive change/impact for this city and community members. Also transparency,
justice and a community-focused police department
369. Experience
370. safety and fairness
371. A culture of compassion towards the community and accountability for police officers
372. Honesty, integrity, well trained officers who believe their role is to protect and serve.
373. reduce crime and make neighborhoods safer
374. Regular policing in the disturbed neighborhoods be arranged even if there is no significant criminal
activities, to avoid the chances of violence and crime.
375. A strong commitment to police accountability and willingness to work with community organizations.
A desire to work with the community not control it like a foreign territory. She/he needs to recognize
the many challenges facing our city and its residents and desire being part of the solution.
376. Brings a personal drive to become a great Police Chief; since s/he has not yet had that opportunity
(I know someone who did this, was a NYC Captain)
377. Respect for police
378. I would hope the new chief takes the time to really understand the residents of our city and
understand the nuanced relationship with the community. Also to open up the police department to
the community by having forums and outreach activities. Also well versed in de-escalation strategies.
379. Increased police-community relationships that help to improve the standard of living and safety in
our neighborhoods.
380. better crime servers
381.Communication between city residents and the police force at all times. We need for the police chief
to be more sensitive to helping to bring the community and police department to work on community
problems. We need more police officers walking the beat instead of riding around and stopping
people for no reason. We need a chief that listens to both side of the issues and can work on making
our community a place where we don't need to be scared to come out of the house.
382. My hope is the Syracuse Police Chief will have a heart to love all human beings.
383. Racial bias training
384. Showing love to the people who they are serving and protecting
385. A a sense of fairness
386. Accountability
387. years of working in Syracuse police dept.
388. More communication, team work
389. Accountability including financial
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390. Facilitate both parents training their children to be productive citizens with fathers staying in the
home.
391. Gather data on property crimes. Have a good prosecutor's management information system. Have
state of the art police investigative detectives and data system. All police should have a college
degree with training and understanding of mental illness, persons on the autism spectrum, and
poverty.
392. gun control so that guns won't fall in the wrong hands
393. Experience of the Community Policing concept, a connection to the community, and knowledge of
Syracuse.
394. A comprehensive intimate knowledge of Syracuse, its assets, opportunities and challenges, coupled
with a top to bottom knowledge of and understanding of the policing needs of the Syracuse
community and the police department charged with meeting those needs. These qualities , in my
opinion, will best be evidenced by a person with a proven record of successful police work in
Syracuse. As a community leader who has had many interactions with Syracuse police officers of
all ranks over the years, I firmly believe that *personal information is the person who should be the
next Syracuse Police Chief. He has all the qualities that I have mentioned and has, through the years,
been instrumental in discussing with us, problem solving with us and, eventually resolving, policing
issues in our area.
395. A person who can first win the respect of the community...and also set high standards for the police
officers on the street. A person who will support gun control.
396. Relationship building with people living in crime ridden neighborhoods
397. Someone who has the proven effectiveness and/or willingness to shift from paramilitary police
culture to one emphasizing cooperation and care for community members. Someone who will work
well with and accept recommendations of citizen review boards. Someone who works will with
diverse communities.
398. True leadership and ownership of the city as a whole.
399. Trust within and from the public
400. A lack of cliche, racist police. There's a reason the public hates you. Recognize that. Improve
yourselves if you want the public to respect you.
401. Keeping neighborhoods safe. Plain and simple.
402. Que continua con la politica de santuario y que no colabora con immigracion
403. Active policing, increased police presence throughout the city randomly. Policing that integrates into
the community. We rarely see patrol in our neighborhood, we should every once in a while. Likewise
higher crime areas should see police presence.
404. Transparency, Honesty, Communication, Accountability and a good relationship with city residents
as well as with the SPD.
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405. positive energy
406. Safer neighborhoods and more community policing - officers on the street in each of the
neighborhoods.
407. A cool head plus the ability to *truly* listen & problem-solve. Also: optimism!
408. A leader to trust and rely on. Someone who can be looked up to and is personable.
409. Add more police patrol in the rough neighborhoods.
410. Leadership and trust from a city of diversity.
411. training in recognizing racism in the profession and getting rid of it
412. While I prioritize reducing crime and instances of gun violence, I am concerned about "how" an
officer will try to police to reduce violence.
413. Would prefer someone who is already a member of the community and lives in the city and works in
the city.
414. The ability to work with diverse communities.
415. I would like more help provided to the police officers and whoever gains the position should have
good communication with the ones below him/her.
416. 1. A willingness to work with an listen to the urban community. 2. Humility. 3. Commitment to
developing a force that does not have an us vs. them attitude. We need someone who can handle
economic development and gentrification without bringing in a heavy-handed model of policing.
417. A level head, and a plan to evolve more non-violent approaches
418. I am very concerned about police accountability - this needs to be transparent (hence my prioritizing
Citizen Review Boards). I hope the new chief is NOT from the SPD, which is compromised. I want the
new chief to eradicate progressive discipline and establish a clear use of force procedure.
419. A more on-the-street, walk the beat, community policy force who know their neighbors.
420. Fresh perspective and a willingness to innovate to transform life in Syracuse.
421. He must love all people. He must be able to control the police force. He must work with the
community.
422. I hope the leader will bring good things and does well to make this place better
423. Integrity
424. Integrity
425. Integrity, people skills, negotiating skills, backbone.
426. shouldn't discriminate and should have good work ethics
427. Stability; trust; confidence; peace; vision...
428. that profiling by the police will be reduced. That all officers will go through a racial bias workshop.
Be good that the officers lived in the city.
429. The new leader has to bring diverse experience with every specific group to the police department
430. Training in unconscious bias and deescalating techniques when dealing with people with mental
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health issues and in general with children/teens Stopping racial profiling Policy of not working with
ICE development of a true Sanctuary City contact Buffalo Police as they work with agencies such as
Crisis Services "
431. Enthusiasm for problem solving and a commitment to community policing.
432. protecting more people, helping people, helping people get off the streets, stopping guns "
433. Que no coopare con imigracion y q mantenga la civdad santuaria en nuestra comunidad
434. una persona responsable en su trabajo. Que ayude a todos y que no haga el trabajo de imigracion.
435. Development and employment of a diverse police force who live in the city
436. Improved quality of life in our neighborhoods, schools, and streets.
437. order
438. Integrity, fairness, tough on crime
439. Public speaking keeping us apraised of situations
440. Better recruitment stratigies
441. De-escalation tactics. Currently many police get angry fast and have quick tempers. This is a small
city, if cops work with us and assist in de-escalation they will find a city that embraces them.
442. Crack down on crimes
443. Don't know, but I will pray for outgoing police chief.
444. Experience and loyalty to the residents of Syracuse; Accountability for staff; Not a "power tripper"
445. Help make Syracuse safer and getting guns off of the streets
446. I hope the leader will bring respect, kindness, and patience. I hope the police chief will effectively
work with others to provide a universal direction for those recognizing and working for change.
447. I hope the police chief will set an example of valuing everyone equally; good police response
448. N/A
449. Understanding, effective leadership, urban experience, honesty, and commitment to Syracuse
450. When I am innocent and go to jail, I am threatened. I have no protection. I have no rights. people
with power have all of the rights on the street. Talking with the police gets people threatened. You've
got to protect your family and you can't. I feel as if I can't speak up without retaliation.
451. Accountability and ability to figure out a way to work together with the community
452. Better security
453. Get it all running as one. All my interactions with the police department have been positive.
454. Help make Syracuse a cleaner city
455. Humanity; Police are humans. I hope the leader can help officers get rid of prejudice.
456. I hope the new chief will get the streets cleaned up, especially the people flying the signs; Stricter
laws; Do something about the opioid epidemic.
457. More community relations with the police and more open dialogue between people of the
community and police officers. It seems as if the only times police officers get out of the car is when
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something is wrong or when something happens. Would like police to build relationships with
members of the community before something happens---not just "after the fact policing"
458. More sensitivity; More training for police officers in dealing with the public
459. N/A
460. N/A
461. Not sure
462. Openmindedness; a focus on gun violence. Police chief is a big job, but a strong leader can do it.
463. Organization-Must have clear goals and focus in on one thing at a time. It seems helter-skelter right
now
464. Train officers to be more respectful and "do their job right," meaning that when someone calls the
police, the police should do their best to talk with both parties. Lots of times, I have called the police
and they've laughed at me and walked away. I don't like when the police put their hands on people
for what seems like no reason. I hope the leader will bring mutual respect between officers and
people they serve.
465. Understanding for and of the community
466. Work with public ; work to get more police officers
467. Ability to deal with and understand all different people; Integrity; Knowledge to be able to take care
of situations with neighborhoods-"taking care of business"
468. Better community relations
469. It is expected that police should have a record of setting high standards and holding officers
accountable.
470. N/A
471. Safety
472. Some change
473. Honesty
474. Responsibility to the actions of these officers and the budget (pay more attention to city budget)
475. Should have military experience
476. That the Police Chief would live in the city
477. I hope that the leader is trained extensively in de-escalation tactics, mental illness/disability support,
and is dedicated to reducing instances of police violence. I hope the leader is committed to the
demilitarization with the police force and non-cooperation with ICE and CBP.
478. If it ain't broke don't fix it -- go with the Chief's recommendation 100%
479. N/A
480. N/A
481. More actions in the community in the neighborhoods that need it, not to harm but to help; holding
police more responsible for their actions; have police be more active in the community (there have
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been 17 ODs in my building recently); police shouldn't turn a blind eye to the large things and press
the little things (example: I watched someone get stopped for jaywalking but no one is stopping the
guy on the corner selling coke).
482. Safer environment
483. Safety
484. Safety
485. Help lower the poverty level in syracuse.
486. Security to other officers to make them feel safe and have hope in that they are doing. Also treating
everyone equally in the department.
487. A dedication to contribute to the creation of a safer city
488. Continue to make Syracuse a safer place to live & clean up crime in the city. Bring it back to the
days when you can walk down the streets without being afraid.
489. The new Police chief needs to require a higher level of integrity from its officers. She/He should
have a record of cleaning out the bad cops and bringing the department to level where there is a
belief in the officers by the community that they are an asset to all in this community, including the
poor, those of color, and those where English is not their first language. There are a few unit leaders
who need to go. Those unit leaders are training newer officers that integrity is not a necessary or
admirable trait in their work.
490. Updated implicit bias training run by an independent person or agency. Clear suspension policy so
that officers removed from neighborhood policing are not reassigned to public schools. Be willing
to go to the PBA and ask for contract that includes a clear use of force policy, including training in
de-escalation.
491. Equality and fairness
492. A sincere desire and innovative plan & policies to reduce violent crime, drug crime & addiction,
treating ALL the residents fairly without prejudice due to ethnicity or race and combating the seldom
unspoken problem concerning scrap-metal crimes. These non-violent criminals are damaging
our city's housing stock which results in the increased number of vacant home demolitions. Best,
President, WOSA & City Gate Historic Neighborhood (formally the West Onondaga Street
Corridor), Facilitator, TNT Westside, SUN Board Member"
493. Foot patrols in our neighborhood Crackdown on drug dealers and street thugs and gangs so
residents can feel safe in every part of the city More street cameras on the outskirts of the good
neighborhoods to establish some security on the perimeter of the good neighborhoods Better
cooperation with DA office, those offices should be working together instead of arguing in the
media
494. fresh ideas for solving the many complex law enforcement issues here in Syracuse
495. Jailing drug dealers and getting heroin and guns out of our city. Start in the schools. This is a huge
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problem. There is not 1 answer. I will never buy property when the city is falling apart like this. It’s
truly sad. The robbery, gangs, commonality of drugs...it’s disgusting.
496. Body cams, street cams, community outreach
497. a new culture of change - seeing citizens as constituents and partners in neighborhood health and
safety.
498. A sense of leadership and pride in our fair city that is in dire need of serious policing. Also hoping
that they will bring someone able to fight for more officers on patrol and dedicated officers for
the districts...south side; eastwood; strathmore etc. Someone to provide us with a sense of security
again.
499. a strong moral commitment to treating everyone with dignity; readiness to use implicit bias testing
and training; an ability to listen to diverse groups of people
500. Accountability & positive neighborhood relations
501. Integrity, transparency, sensitivity, accountability
502. someone who can speak english
503. A thorough & modern approach to Internal Affairs and not the current total and complete ineptitude
that has been the standard for years. Officers, regardless of rank, should respect IAD, not laugh at
it!
504. A way we can stay on top of the Crime and Drug use in the City and make the City safer place for
our young children of tomorrow to grow up and not have families leave the City because of the
Crime and Drugs.
505. Bringing the communities together to stop violence and crime in own neighborhoods! Not always
relying on police!
506. CHANGE
507. Character, integrity and the backbone to stand up to unethical power brokers like the District
Attorney.
508. Honesty, fair treatment AND punishment for officers
509. effective and respected policing
510. All of these are important. What is really important is that you're doing this process!
511. Common sense, accountability, community presence
512. Streamlined organization
513. A healthy relationship with the community members. Initiating community engagement. Transparency.
Intentional engagement with thought out interactions.
514. Commitment and ingenuity in combatting gangs and drugs in our streets while also fostering good
working relationships with schools and communities.
515. Community oriented, open to new ideas, honest, not too old, someone who is initiative and open to
new ideas.
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516. i hope that he/she will help decrease police brutality
517. Neighbors working together with the police and vice versa
518. Reduce gun violance
519. The ability to work with diverse communities and populations and to gain the respect of the officers
at the same time as holding officers accountable.
520. Advocacy for things that reduce crime i.e. healthcare and jobs (police unions and chiefs routinely
advocate for bad public policy as it stands)
521. law and order
522. Reduce gang activity
523. Transparency
524. Experience reducing crime and violence in our communities. As well as an individual known for
working well with diverse groups
525. Hopefully justices
526. Dialogue with the community and leadership
527. More policemen and more community interactions
528. Safety
529. Diversity and new ideas to engage officers to serve all.
530. Fix the gang problems within the neighborhoods.
531. Put him in place!
532. Reduce gun violence
533. Reduce gun violence in the city
534. I hope the new Police Chief will demonstrate the ability to speak the truth in love, being professional
and respectful in his manners/decisions, and be able to seek wisdom from others, as no one person
has all the answers within himself. He must lead by example, setting forth a good work ethic,
communicating clearly and intelligently to his workers and the community, and showing that he can
work through differences, without compromising on moral/ethical issues.
535. Cultural Awareness
536. No a part of chaos, good ole boys, not clickish
		 One who enjoys the profession and getting favorable results
		 One who is open for necessary change in training of officers
		 Needs to be someone outside. Not someone familiar to the old routine!!
		 Officers need to be from area of the people
537. Has a record of effective community engagement training for the force (i.e. Diversity, de-escalation
training). Really its effective empathy and conflict training, how to approach difficult situations and
develop trust, confidence and good relationships.
538. Stability, and not cave to public opinion before due process has been given
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539. better police. making more aware of problems and solving them not creating them
540. reduce racial profiling, work on making everyone feel safe around police
541. Integrity
542. New ideas. Respect from the rank and file.
543. A Better Communication with the Public..
544. Communication
545. Excellence in working across all levels of law enforcement
546. Effective leadership & community trust
547. Proactive thinking and responsibility as a resident and taxpayer in the City of Syracuse. A person
that understands all zip codes that reflect the City of Syracuse.
548. Trust,take back our community.And THE youth from the age of14 to 18 years old need be in the
house by 10pm,age 19 to 20 midnight.And it the SPD give the parent more two tickets and a fine up
500.00 dollars after 2nd ticket,Then that when the parent will go to jail for a overnite and cps will
do a follow up with parent class that the parent will pay for out of their own pockets. Repeat parent
will have endangerment of welfare on a CHILD .The youth have took this community and made it
into a war zone.Taxes payer r paying hospital bills,dss, and Funeral Home bills when the parent
don't have life insurance for they kids when they drop dead on syracuse street and parent has to go
to dss for help.It should be a LAW IN UPSTATE NEW YORK IF the parent work or pay child support
they must have life insurance for they kids. SYRACUSE city hall stand up there a new version and
it's called SPD start walking the beat, police fronts, syracuse housing POLICE. No more standing
on corners. See SOMEONE walk on the same block more then two times ID run your name and
made a DR number,next time will be jail.Must people don't take the time to go get ID.That will stop
a lot on crime and drug SALE it's the law to have ID. HOLD THEM FINE THEM FOR NOT HAVE ID
CARDS. BOTTOM LINE ITS PUTTING BACK IN TO THE CITY AND YOU WILL RESPECT THE CITY
OF SYRACUSE .
549. An open line of communication to people of color in their neighborhood. Better training in how to
handle people who are disabled mentally and/or physically. Improve training in deescalation of
conflict. Build relationships with agencies like the Citizen Review Board and NYCLU Central New
York Chapter. Allow access to information requests by the Citizen Review Board, which is needed
in order to complete the investigations conducted by the Citizen Review Board promptly/in a timely
manner.
550. Experience, integrity, more officer's, less over-time, stands on the side of the law instead of being
in the pocket of other officials in office too long who use their misguided power to their own
advantage, instead of the best interests of the city & suburbs.
551. All of the above
552. Confidence, the drive to make the city a better place
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553. Safer city
554. Break down the barrier between the police department and the citizens
555. Community policing, know your community, walk the beat. Resist overkill military style vehicles and
approaches. A police force that represents the color of our community. I want to know how police
candidates are both pre-screened and tested for police work and how they will be trained! What
type of inter-racial sensitivity training will be given? And Muslim sensitivity training too.
556. Justice
557. More African American male police officers. Provide more access to body camera footage
to the Citizen Review Board. Push back against Jeff Piedmonte's assertion that police officer's
job is to intimidate people. Deal with unconscious/implicit bias in policing. Raise awareness
about interactions between youth and police. Be available to meet and greet people in their
neighborhoods to get to know them better.
558. PBA contract that compels the police officers to come to the Citizen Review Board panel hearings
and testify regarding complaints made against them of police misconduct. Cooperate fully with
the Citizen Review Board whether it be providing information in a timely manner or compelling/
ordering police officers to testify or give testimony (i.e. Garrity Statement). Root out corruption within
Syracuse Police Department. Show civility to the community. Respect. Integrity. Change the culture
and mentality of SPD.
559. Compliance with the Citizen Review Board ordinance. Accountability regarding bigotry, bias,
discrimination, prejudice and racism against minorities. Compassionate care toward people
withphysical, mental, intellectual and developmental disabilities. Rebuild trust between police and
African American men and women. Crackdown on corruption and root out abuse of authority/power
as well as reduce overtime shifts of officers. Eliminate the discriminatory culture that exists within the
rank and file of the SPD.
560. Truth and accountability
561. i hope he or she will work very hard to reduce crime.
562. More money and solve more problem
563. Commitment
564. That everyone has rights no matter what color they are
565. To make the streets safer
567. Better
568. Great Office
569. Strong leadership that will educate the police force about effective ways to deal with urban issues. A
person who is tough on corruption and is ready to try new things to help Syracuse progress.
570. knowledge of our communities and relationships with community members
571. Justice and honesty
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572. Clean up our city
573. To inform those who wear police uniforms to look before they leap.
574. I hope that they bring an open-ended mindset to the Police Dep't. They need that in order to do this
job successfully."
575. Police accountability, no racial profiling, willingness to work with citizen review board, no political
agenda, ability to see the big picture and reduce crime so that Syracuse can be the great city it has
the potential to be, willingness to use programs to get guns off streets and away from schools
576. all of the above are important
577. A vision for the future that includes more police on the streets, lower crime rates, less gang violence
and fewer shootings.
578. Understanding with the police department in unity. Care about his job as well as the people.
579. Someone who can reduce the violence crime while working with citizens in our area. To take any
illegal activity seriously (even if it’s an illegal person who has no papers to living here).
		 Doesn’t have a child or family member being arrested while beating the system with that last name of
the chief. I don’t care if it’s female/male, white/black or politically correct to make you
		 all happy because your afraid to upset anyone, I just want our city to be better than what’s going on
now with crime happening day and night. Get illegal guns off the street from criminals and
		 start having more police on the street.
580. a track record of making positive changes within a police org and transparent communications with
the community
581. Control crime, go after gangs, improve safety, put more cops in ALL neighborhoods and enforce
quality of life laws
582. a son who isn't a delinquent/criminal and disgrace to the family name.
583. A new Syracuse fun!
584. Leadership
585. Ability to work with our community to reduce crime
586. The leader will be a person of integrity, of high moral character, intelligence, a good listener, will be
fair, and treat staff fairly and the community will be involved on task force or have impact, also will
pick staff that will follow orders, not second guess the chief, loyalty, commitment.
587. Cultural competence training. Police psychology assessments.
588. Integrity, ambition, commitment, fairness. I am sorry that the CHief is leaving. I think it is important for
the Chief to hold town hall meetings. I think it is important for officers to be
		 on the street, out of patrol cars.
589. pride and wisdom
590. Positive leadership and an understanding of how this city is very loyal within its neighborhoods. Each
neighborhood has its unique identity and needs. These need to be honored.
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591. Renewed safety to the streets of Syracuse
592. Community bonds
593. Same or better as last one
594. Honesty commitment the ability to accept you can make a difference Accountability for yourself
and the members of your department. To treat people fairly Make the city of Syracuse a safer place
for us to live and to earn the trust of the citizens of our great city. To accept that every life matters
595. To be a good leader that is aware of the community.
596. CHANGE
597. Decreased response times to neighborhoods other than “high crime” areas
598. Fair but firm, tough on crime, realist that will not pander and will tell things like it is. Will listen to
residents concerns but tell us what can and can't be done on issues.
599. Many of the same qualities held by SPD Chief Frank Fowler
600. I hope the leader will put task forces in place to reduce crime in high crime areas.
601. I would like them to bring safety
602. I would like them to bring Safety
603. The ability to work closely with the community and to be a proponent of community policing. All of
the above are extremely important criteria.
604. Fiscal management
605. Leadership
606. Quality staff and motivation and drive . Intelligence.
607. We would like the new police chief to run the department honestly.
608. Reducing gun violence
609. Safety
610. Common sense and accountability
611. Understanding
612. Cracking down on distracted driving. Use all corner and traffic cameras to catch drivers on their
phones. Easily a thousand a day infractions could be captured and fines issued at 100.00 or more.
Millions of dollars a month in revenue lost because of non enforcement! Easy money. The fine should
actually be higher but smaller fines and loss of phone till fines paid would have the cities cash
registers ringing. How many accidents and injuries are required before any actions are taken?
613. Justice and safety, especially for minority communities. #blacklivesmatter
614. Experience of good leadership with a stand on no bullying! The police should be honorable.
615. Innovative problem solving skills
616. More active visibility in the entire City and ability to recognize an individual's ability and potential.
No "skeletons in the closet" or "drama", please! Reside within the Syracuse city limits and send
any of their school-aged children to City schools, be a positive role-model, regardless of "race" or
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gender. Speak "Standard English" for this particular region, when appropriate. Be truthful!!
617. Professionalism. Attention to detail. Good communication skills.
618. Safety and reduction in hobos
619. Continue the high level of professionalism shown by chief Fowler. Foster better communication with
city neighborhood residents.
620. Provide people with opportunities to know exactly what their rights are during their interactions with
police. Establish a relationship with the CRB that is cooperative. I hope that the
		 next police chief will be an advocate for transparency regarding police misconduct, change in
culture, especially with the push back from *personal information. Encourage involvement in police
community dialogue that is candid. Root out corruption.
621. Accountability to community via Community Review Boards vs union or bureaucracy. Someone
from outside the current SPD system. Committed to instituting new use of force and disciplinary
procedures/policies.
622. commitment to community problem solving and policing especially in high schools; helping find jobs
for unemployed youth so they can stay out of trouble; protection of undocumented immigrants who
came at a young age unless they commit a crime
623. Communication, honesty, better protocol.
624. community engagement and responsiveness
625. Culture change in the SPD as a whole. De-escalate instead of escalate the divide between police
officers and black males. Allow for and cooperate with an audit of SPD expenditures/ budget/
performance. Discipline officers. More responses to sustained findings given to him of her by the
Citizen Review Board.
626. Experience working with people with disabilities.
627. Family, unity, respect working with people. Integrate having police in community they watch, too.
628. Good community.
629. Has a record of reducing crime and making neighborhoods safer, but not at the cost of civil liberty.
Has experience working in an urban city and changing a culture of police violence/war on crime.
630. I hope the police department will bring respect to the police department for citizens and person who
people feel safe around.
631. I think a mechanism should be set up to allow the CRB to have a greater influence
632. Moral and ethical human sensitivities. Establish order among the south and gangs.
633. Moral and ethical integrity.
634. My hope is that the next police chief has the capacity or the willingness to be accountable to the
community as well as to the administration. Understanding his/her ability to serve and not just be in
an authoritarian perspective I think will be very helpful.
635. nosotros los latinos queremos que mos tomen en cuent como parte de la comunidad y por tener
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algunos problemas con mos confiasa podemos hamar a la policia con mos confiansa y que la pilicia
		 respete el color y hacionalidad que todos merecemos respetos
636. should have strong community trust then law enforcement
637. Someone that can help improve our quality of life via hands on policing while, also bringing the
community together to mitigate an us versus them (resident vs police) mentality. Setting a high
standard/high expectation for safety in our neighborhoods.
638. Transparency, community engagement. Open dialogue with different diverse members of the
community. Crime prevention effort. Holding the officers accountable and educating them in urban
policing.
639. Transparency, diversity, accountability. Open door to community! Strict enforcement of use of deadly
force. Use of technology. Education to community. Can the community engage an independent
investigation to report on history.
640. transparency/openness - opportunity to ride with police, especially those who want to be on
citizen's review board. De-escalation training and reduce tension/anger rather than demonstrating
confronting with the use of a gun. Police/police cars should be equipped with cameras
641. treat people the way you would treat others
642. True to their core, belief that all people are equal and commitment to treat all people that way.
Absolutely yes to diversity training, de-escalation training for all officers, understanding how deep
and insidious and wrong racial profiling is. Reviewing and changing the racial profiling that occurs
in our high schools thru unequal disciplining to suspension to prison of our black and brown children.
Commitment to more counselors in schools and not adding more police.
643. Understanding
644. understanding and willingness to listen
645. Understanding of the condition of those who are ignorant.
646. able to build good relationship with those living in the community. Maybe more events with the
neighborhood. picnics, day at the zoo, backpack giveaway, movies, etc.
647. Idk
648. Honestity
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B.2. SUMMARY OF "OTHER" CRITERIA RESPONSES
• 2 respondents want a candidate who does not endorse excessive force
• 6 respondents want a candidate who is from within the Syracuse Police Department
• 2 respondents want a candidate who experience reducing excessive overtime and cost-incurring inefficiencies
• 4 respondents want a candidate who has experiencing managing relationships with the police union
• 5 respondents want a candidate who has experience reducing misconduct
• 4 respondents want a candidate who lives or will live within the City of Syracuse
• 1 respondent wants a candidate who has experience reducing the time needed to solve crimes
• 5 respondents want a candidate who has experience instituting a form of “community policing”
• 4 respondents want a candidate who has experience with the disability and mental health training models
• 1 respondent wants a candidate “que sepa hacer decisiones no busadas en la violencia.”
Translation: Who can make decisions that do not end up in violence.
• 3 respondents want a candidate who has experience with gangs
• 1 respondents want a candidate who is a woman or can increase female enrollment in the SPD
• 7 respondents want a candidate who will continue SPD relationship with schools and community groups
• 1 respondent wants a candidate who has a record and commitment to working with Neighborhood Watch
• 1 respondent wants a candidate who has experience slowing the spike epidemic
• 3 respondents want a candidate who is approachable
• 1 respondent wants a candidate who has experience reducing response times
• 1 respondent wants a candidate who is currently a Captain and has not already served as a Police Chief
• 1 respondent wants a candidate who can identify and reduce instances of racially bias policing
• 1 respondent wants a candidate who is bilingual
• 3 respondents want a candidate who can separate politics from policing
• 5 respondents objected to selecting only three priorities for experience
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B.3. PARTICIPANTS BY RESIDENTIAL ZIP CODE
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Did Not Disclose

160

13207

29

13010

1

13208

37

13021

2

13209

4

13027

2

13210

65

13030

1

13211

2

13031

3

13212

7

13039

2

13214

5

13057

7

13215

1

13068

1

13219

2

13078

3

13224

41

13088

7

13234

1

13090

14

13244

11

13104

2

13304

1

13201

4

13421

2

13202

102

13440

1

13203

39

13902

1

13204

58

14202

1

13205

39

14850

2

13206

56

14853

1

B.4. PARTICIPANTS BY EMPLOYMENT ZIP CODE
Did Not Disclose

26

13206

57

13010

1

13207

30

13021

2

13208

38

13027

2

13209

4

13030

1

13210

66

13031

3

13211

2

13039

2

13212

7

13057

7

13214

5

13068

1

13215

1

13078

3

13219

2

13088

7

13224

55

13090

11

13304

1

13104

2

13421

2

13116

1

13440

1

13201

104

13902

1

13202

103

14202

1

13203

40

14850

2

13204

59

14853

1

13205

41
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B.5. COMMUNITY INPUT SURVEY - PARTICIPANTS BY GENDER

<

men 39%

<1% gender-nonconforming
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B.6. COMMUNITY INPUT SURVEY - PARTICIPANTS BY AGE

Number of Survey Respondents

250

222
200

150
131
120
100

50

97

61

57
36

15-19 YO

20-25 YO

26-34 YO

35-45 YO

46-55 YO

55+ YO

Did Not
Disclose

Age Group (YO = Years Old)
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C.1. 250 MOST FREQUENTLY USED WORDS
This is a list of the 250 most frequently used words from participants’ responses to the open-ended
question of the community input survey and the facilitator notes from 10 community input sessions.
Continued from Text Analysis Results, page 13.
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Rank Count Words

Rank Count Words

Rank Count Words

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

404
284
141
125
124
114
101
81
73
66
65
63
60
58
57
56
56
54
51
49
49
48
47
45
44
42
42
40
39
39
39
38
37
37
36
36
35
35
35
34
33
33
32
32

police
community
officers
chief
city
people
will
syracuse
work
new
can
policing
crime
accountability
need
like
someone
experience
training
force
good
hope
needs
next
better
spd
department
understanding
get
respect
review
make
feel
board
neighborhoods
safe
also
leader
integrity
leadership
ability
citizen
neighborhood
violence

32
31
31
30
30
30
30
30
30
29
29
29
28
28
28
27
27
27
27
26
26
26
26
26
25
25
25
24
24
24
24
24
24
23
23
23
22
22
21
21
21
21
21

commitment
safety
must
see
communities
change
officer
citizens
public
want
help
law
diverse
working
safer
things
communication
reduce
bring
well
use
person
one
way
schools
open
diversity
know
relationships
trust
time
strong
high
don
gun
within
different
residents
job
opportunity
kids
school
[personal 		
information]

118
119
120
121
Rank
122
123
124
125
126
127
118

21
21
20
20
20
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

issues
culture
mental
process
approach
street
relationship
able
transparency
many
enforcement
policies
accountable
children
positive
live
engagement
bias
civilians
health
cops
life
done
even
color
stop
currently
standards
place
[personal 		
information]
16
understand
16
made
16
youth
16
together
Count Words
16
order
16
sense
16
racial
16
streets
16
honesty
16
[personal 		
information]
16
understand

Rank Count Words

Rank Count Words

Rank Count Words

128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179

180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231

232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11

members
speak
given
equal
implement
important
deescalation
every
years
skills
fairness
especially
fear
everyone
current
young
situation
relations
think
social
support
crb
pba
give
build
response
area
without
care
love
take
education
groups
problem
back
knowledge
drug
profiling
ensure
outside
first
making
put
justice
set
setting
willingness
lot
building
train
great
something

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

just
office
fair
misconduct
bad
treat
willing
urban
service
critical
really
control
discipline
situations
pay
neighbors
lack
interactions
meetings
provide
including
serve
issue
follow
hold
system
around
come
instead
presence
house
information
others
trained
rights
less
poverty
attitude
regarding
sensitivity
level
power
quality
focus
policy
union
crimes
problems
example
concerns
side
guns

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
8

black
woman
times
didn
asked
actions
desire
disabilities
human
cars
honest
money
policeman
ideas
listen
record
gangs
effective
dialogue
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